
ABSTRACT 

PAREKH, NAMRATA. Bloodstain Patterns on Textile Surfaces - A Fundamental Analysis. 

(Under the direction of Dr. Stephen Michielsen.) 

 

A new dimension in forensic study concerns the interaction of bloodstain patterns with 

complex textile surfaces. An analyst could find bloodstains on hard surfaces, on cotton 

jerseys or denims worn by the victim or suspect, on bed-sheets etc. at the crime scene. 

Analyzing those stains on textiles in the same way as on hard surfaces could result in an 

incorrect analysis. Bloodstain patterns on textiles differ markedly from those on hard 

surfaces due to wicking of the blood into the textile. Studying wicking in textiles is complex 

but vital. 

  Fabrics are anisotropic materials that can act as a blood reservoir, to guide spreading or to 

transfer within a textile or from one surface to another. This research combines well 

established methods for measuring structural properties of textiles and wicking within them, 

such as the effect of geometric arrangement of fibers, balanced and unbalanced weave 

structure, yarn count and twist, laundering, direction of warp as drop impacts the surface. 

These variables determine to a great extent the final bloodstain patterns formed. 

  For experimental purposes, a synthetic blood recipe patterned after ASTM F1819-07 was 

used. The mixture was altered to mimic the viscosity and surface tension of real blood for 

reliability of results. Single 10-100 µL drops of blood were dropped on plain woven and 

knitted fabrics. High-speed video imaging confirmed the absence of accompanying drops 

from the source. Testing analyzed the drop height, drop size, warp angle, fabric angle, good 

photographic methods and documentation of these factors as well as the stains were 

employed. 



  When a drop is placed on a balanced plain weave, it will take a circular shape whereas the 

same drop will form an elliptical shape on an unbalanced plain weave. Laundered fabric will 

show different spreading of the blood due to the increase in the absorptivity of fiber after 

laundering. As the drop height increases the spatter occupies a larger area and starts creating 

more spines and tails in spite of the drop size being constant. When the angle is steeper, we 

observe that the warp resistance causes the flow pattern to leave a gap and form a trail. This 

should not be mistaken as a new blood stain as it is the continuation of the same blood 

droplet. 

  At a crime scene, presence of these fabrics is accompanied with its surface resting over a 

table (hard backed) or bed-sheet above a mattress, or T-shirt on skin (soft backed). The final 

bloodstain patterns on both fabric layers are greatly influenced by the shapes of capillary 

bridges. Even if all drop parameters were kept constant, it was observe the satellite stain 

produced is highly dependent on the backing material present. 

  The mission was to objectively apply our knowledge of textiles in aiding a bloodstain 

pattern analyst due to the complexity on its nature. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

At a crime scene, the forensic investigators analyze the event with the help of a series of 

physical evidence that provide potential scenarios. Since 1895, studies of bloodstains have 

been one of the tools that could provide substantial information regarding the actual event [1, 

4]. With the help of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, one can gain knowledge of the aspects of 

directionality, angle of impact, type and direction of force used, approximate number of 

blows, relative position of suspects and the victim, sequencing of events etc. [6] Successful 

analysis of bloodstain patterns became vital as examiners could not only reconstruct the 

violent crime event, but also aid in the development of technical arguments to corroborate or 

refute a statement made in the courtroom. [1-3] 

Studies have been published on the interpretation on bloodstain patterns at a crime scene. But 

the majority of them dealt with hard surfaces, such as walls, flooring, tables [1-5]. However, 

at crime scenes, in addition to the various hard surfaces where blood could be spattered, there 

are a number of textile materials that could be present, such as cotton jersey T-shirt or denim 

jeans worn by the victim or suspect, curtains or upholstery, and bed-sheets. For an analyst, 

these materials are important sources of information. Traditionally this has been analyzed in 

the same manner as bloodstains on hard surfaces even though these surfaces are very 

complex and do not replicate the bloodstain formed on hard surfaces. Thus, understanding 

the pattern development on textile materials is critical. Few published studies are available in 

this area, which will be addressed in the literature review section below. There have been 

general statements that bloodstains on textile can provide significant information but how the 

textile surfaces can affect the appearance of a bloodstain has not been detailed [5]. This 
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partly reflects the ease of analyzing stains on hard surfaces and gives an estimate of the 

complexity involved in analyzing bloodstained clothing. In a single year, thousands of 

bloodstained items are presented to the forensics laboratories and absence of enough 

fundamental research to date is surprising. The analysis of bloodstains on textiles is therefore 

an important field of forensic study.  

Bloodstains on clothing can provide some insight about the activity, position and movements 

of the wearer during and after the bloodshed. In the past few years, there have been several 

high profile homicide trials in which very small bloodstains on clothing have been the center 

of the controversial arguments relating to the mechanism of its formation. There is not 

enough significant literature to contemplate how these individual patterns are produced. For 

example, how to distinguish the formation of a small drop created by transfer to a secondary 

layer of fabric or an impact after a drop hits the surface. 

The complexity in analysis of textile materials is due to the wide diversity in choice of 

materials and the myriad surface chemistries produced in the textile industry. The final 

pattern will develop differently due to the wicking and absorbency in textile materials, which 

include woven, knitted, nonwoven and braided items, leading to a distorted final appearance. 

For example, changing the twist level of a yarn will lead to different wicking behavior. T 

wicking behavior of liquids into textiles has been extensively studied. However, most of the 

experiments have been performed with large quantities of liquid (infinite reservoir), while 

small bloodstains lie in the range of 1-100 µL are the focus of this study. 

The overall goal of this study is to provide a fundamental understanding of the complex 

interaction between textile substrates and individual drops of blood. This research will set a 
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base for the wide range of problems and issues that can arise or be solved when textile 

materials are used for investigation purposes. Apart from bringing a deeper understanding, 

this study will establish an effective forensic science protocol for analyzing bloodstains over 

textiles. 

To accomplish this, a comprehensive study and analysis of wicking as a function of the effect 

of various textile engineering parameters was conducted. The properties of the yarn and 

fabric structure, the most important deficiencies and function of synthetic blood mixtures, 

and flaws in analyzing textile substrates were investigated and compared with the available 

research on this topic. The effect of suspended (unbacked), soft backed and hard backed 

fabrics on the characteristics of pattern development were also studied.  

A review of the literature is reported below.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter covers a broad range of topics relevant to Bloodstain Pattern Analysis for a 

better understanding of the experimental work that follows.  

2.1 Introduction to Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) 

BPA serves investigators for the reconstruction of a crime by providing the “what happened” 

aspect, as opposed to the “who has done it”, which can be further obtained by blood typing, 

DNA evaluations, finger print etc. [1, 6] The information of what can be gained from BPA 

prepares the analyst of how reliable and informative the evidence is. The function of 

bloodstain pattern analysis is to help define the general nature of the event that created it and 

evaluating characteristics such as drop size, shape, volume, pattern etc. and may provide 

information to the investigator in areas such as[1,3,6-8]: 

 Type and direction in which the drop was travelling when impacting a surface 

 Origin(s) of the bloodstains 

 Relative position and movement of the victim, suspect(s) or related objects 

 How blood was dispersed, ejected, accumulated or deposited giving impact/drip 

pattern, cast-off pattern, pools or transfer pattern respectively 

 Support or contradiction of statements given by the suspect or witnesses 

The final product offered by the analyst is a series of defined events that occurred during the 

incident [1]. It is also important to stay within the realm of that which can be proven 

scientifically and not to over interpret the bloodstain evidence [7]. 
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2.1.1 Historical Development 

Examination of bloodstains has been around for decades. Most early research activity took 

place in Austria and Germany between 1850 and 1940 [2].  

Dr. Eduard Piotrowski delivered one of the first comprehensive studies in the field of 

bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) in 1895 at the University of Vienna entitled “Concerning 

Origin, Shape, Direction and Distribution of Bloodstains Following Blow Injuries to the 

Head” which stated that blood flung from a weapon would create a specific parabolic arc that 

would help in determining the direction in which the weapon was being moved [1-2, 7-8]. 

This research was followed by a number of other researchers world-wide, leading up to Dr. 

Ernest Ziemke’s book chapter “The Examination of Blood Tracks” which stated the 

importance of bloodstained clothing [1]. 

“The suspect, his clothes and pockets, all items he carries, or which are in his pockets should 

be carefully examined for bloodstains.” 

Many assert Herbert MacDonell as the father of modern bloodstain pattern analysis. Three 

significant articles were published in the year 1970 and revised in 1982 after extensive 

research. MacDonell completed a third work titled Bloodstain Patterns in 1993 [1]. In 1983, 

the International Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (IABPA) was formed to 

promote education, training and research in this field [7, 9]. Another committee was formed 

in 2002 by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and called the Scientific Working Group for 

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (SWGSTAIN) [1, 10]. It called for expertise from police, 

laboratory and consultants worldwide. The purpose of this group was to explore and define 

the functional guidelines for this discipline. 
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2.1.2 Terminologies relevant to BPA  

There are a number of terminologies that are defined for quick understanding of a situation 

and experiments. The table below defines the concepts relevant to understand this research. 

 

 

Table 1: Definition of concepts relevant to BPA, adapted from terminology working group of 

SWGSTAIN and IABPA [9, 10, 11] 

Stain size Diameter of a circular stain; length and width for an elliptical stain. 

Accompanying 

drop 

A small drop of blood produced as a by-product of drop formation 

Angle of Impact The acute angle (α), relative to the plane of the target, at which a 

blood drop strikes the target. At low impact angles a wave castoff 

(tiny splashed drop) is released from the main drop in the direction 

of impact. 

                    Drop                                          Drop  

         α= 90°                                                             α= 30° 

    Fabric                                                               Fabric   

 

Area of Origin The location in a 3-dimensional space from which the spatter 

originated. 
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Table 1: Continued 

Bloodstain Pattern A grouping or distribution of bloodstains that indicates through 

regular or repetitive form, order, or arrangement the manner in 

which the pattern was deposited. 

Cast-Off Pattern  A bloodstain pattern resulting from blood drops released from a 

bloodied object in motion. 

Deposit Volume The volume of a stain. 

Directionality The path of travel of a blood drop indicated by the stain’s shape. 

Directional Angle The angle between the long axis of a bloodstain and a reference 

line on the target. 

Drip Pattern 

 

A bloodstain pattern resulting from liquid dripping into liquid, 

where at least one liquid is blood. 

Drip Stain A bloodstain resulting from the formation and falling of a drop of 

blood. 

Drip Trail A series of bloodstains that result from blood dripping from a 

source that is in horizontal motion. 

Edge Characteristic 

 

The physical characteristics at the periphery of a bloodstain that 

may be described as spines, scalloping, smooth or irregular 

margins. 
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Table 1: Continued 

Flow Pattern 

 

A bloodstain pattern resulting from the movement of a volume of 

blood on a surface due to gravity and/or movement of the target. 

Passive Bloodstain Bloodstains created or formed by the force of gravity acting alone 

on a blood droplet. 

Parent Stain 

 

The bloodstain from which wave cast-off or satellite bloodstains 

originate. 

Pool An accumulation of liquid blood on a surface. 

Satellite Stain 

 

Smaller bloodstains that originate during the formation of the 

parent stain as a result of blood impacting a surface. 

Saturation Pattern 

 

A bloodstain resulting from the accumulation of liquid blood in an 

absorbent material. 

Skeletonized Stain 

 

A bloodstain which has been altered after a period of drying, 

leaving observable peripheral characteristics of the original stain. 

Spatter Stains 

 

Bloodstains resulting from blood drops distributed through the air 

due to an external force applied to a source of liquid blood 

Spine The pointed or elongated stains that radiate away from the parent 

stain. 
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Table 1: Continued 

Target A surface onto which blood has been deposited. 

Transfer Pattern 

 

A bloodstain pattern resulting from contact between a wet bloody 

surface and another surface. 

Void The absence of blood in an otherwise continuous bloodstain 

pattern. 

 

2.1.3 Fluid Dynamics: Drop size and Impact velocity 

By understanding the laws that govern fluid dynamics, one can conclude that the bloodstain 

diameter cannot be correlated with impact velocity until the volume of blood that produced it 

is known [14]. In 2005, there was a need to combine the existing knowledge about drop size 

and impact velocity with fluid dynamics and thus, the objective of the research was to 

develop a method of deducing drop velocity and diameter from bloodstains of known droplet 

volume and impact height. It was observed that stain diameter and the number of spines on 

the substrate increases with the increase in impact velocity and droplet diameter as seen in 

Figure 1. The Weber number is a dimensionless number useful in analyzing formation of 

droplets and bubbles. The Weber number is high for intricate non-spherical shapes of the 

droplet. They also predicted a model for the number of spines versus the Weber number on 

surfaces such as steel, plastic and paper. It was now possible to deduce the drop size and 

velocity by measuring stain diameter and counting spines for those materials [12]. The higher 
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Weber number for glass vs. paper can be noted as an expanding ring propagating at a larger 

distance from the impact site. One of the most important conclusions that can be applied to 

textile surfaces from this study was that increasing the surface roughness reduced the stain 

diameter and reduced the number of spines due to their merger as seen in Figure 1. Eqn 7 in 

the figure below includes a correction factor that accounts for uncertainties in property 

measurement and surface roughness, whereas Eqn 5 does not include this correction factor. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Number of spines/fingers versus the Weber number for different surfaces, where 

Eqn. 5 and Eqn. 7 from the referred study represent with and without a correction factor 

respectively [12]. 
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Figure 2: High-speed photograph time series comparing impact dynamics of three different 

droplet diameters. Impact velocity was 4.2 m/s and the surface was paper. [12] 
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Passive dripping as defined earlier in the section 2.1.2 is the slow dripping of blood under the 

influence of gravity. Different objects produce different size droplets and the concept of how 

the number of accompanying drops increased with the object size was published in August 

2012 [13]. The drop formation differs with the type of liquid used. This is attributed to the 

property of surface tension and viscosity of the fluid. This is clearly observed by the 

difference in water and blood droplets formed, where the surface tension allows pendant drop 

formation. The drop detaches after gravitational force accumulates a certain volume, this 

volume is adequate for the fluid to overcome surface tension forces that the drop was held 

by. The time taken for a particular drop to attain terminal velocity is also dependent upon its 

size. Small drops acquire terminal velocity at shorter distances than the larger drops. High-

speed imaging was used to measure the size of primary drops and to distinctly count the 

number of accompanying drops as seen in Figure 3. Different materials such as cylinders, flat 

plates, knives and wrenches having varied roughness were used in the experiment, and the 

volume of drop alters with the curvature of the weapon used. It was observed that longer 

ligaments are formed for blood than for water droplets as seen in Figure 3a and 3b. On 

average, blood produced a greater number of secondary droplets as seen by comparing Figure 

3[13]. This was attributed to an event where a knife produced a passive drop of nearly 

37.5µL and an increase in surface curvature caused decrease in the size of primary blood 

drop. For experimental purposes, it will thus be important to determine if there is the 

presence of an accompanying drop because an accompanying drop might alter the parent 

stain after it hits the target. 
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Figure 3: Dripping of water and blood from a cylindrical object with surface roughness of 

2.4µm [13]. 

 

2.2 Fundamentals of Wicking 

Wicking is a transport phenomenon that drives a liquid through the capillaries in a fiber, yarn 

or fabric. When liquid is brought in contact with a fiber, a hydrophilic yarn will start 

absorbing it at the rate that decreases with time. The amount of liquid that is wicked depends 

on a number of factors such as chemical nature and geometry of fiber, surface tension of 

liquid, adhesive forces between the liquid and solid surfaces, diameter of the fibers within the 

yarn, density of liquid, gravity, direction of wicking, type of reservoir – finite / infinite, 

velocity of the liquid etc.  

2.2.1 Wetting and Wicking 

Wetting and wicking are coupled; wicking cannot occur without wetting. Wetting can be 
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primarily defined as the first phase of interaction at the solid liquid interface, which gives rise 

to capillary forces that draw the liquid into its porous media, which is termed wicking. This 

transport causes the solid air interface to be replaced with solid-liquid interface. 

If only the fabric is considered, wicking depends on mainly two parameters: capillary 

pressure and permeability [16]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Capillary action on solid walls [24] 

 

Capillary pressure is mainly responsible for the transport of the liquid along the fabric or 

fiber as seen in Figure 4. Calculation of its magnitude  p  can be found by a simple Laplace 

equation. 

  

                                            p =2γ Cos (β)/ R     [Equation 1] 

 

Where, γ is the surface tension of liquid, β is the contact angle of the liquid with the solid and 

R is the capillary radius. Though this gives a good estimation, it involves a number of 
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assumptions such as the fiber and the capillaries between fibers are cylindrical, the pore radii 

are all the same. 

Permeability is another factor that contributes to wicking and this accounts for the pores sizes 

and its distribution along the structure. In textiles, it is very difficult to quantify the pore 

structure in a particular fiber/fabric. A number of equations can help us calculate 

permeability but in case of blood, the requirement of wicking is with non-forced permeability 

and non-Newtonian fluid that wets a surface. 

Both the above parameters cannot be accurately quantified without the understanding of 

saturation levels in a fiber, yarn or fabric. Saturation in a fabric means the amount of voids 

filled with liquid; 0% saturation means all pores have solid air interface; 100 % saturation 

means the pores have only solid liquid interfaces. The laws of capillary forces and gravity, 

for upward wicking indicate that saturation will decrease with an increase in the column 

height. The pressure gradient will thus cease as the liquid rises further. 

2.2.2 Importance of studying wicking in textiles  

Study of wicking in textiles was usually related to the study of the rise of a liquid in a 

capillary system. But one must understand that wicking in these two cases is completely 

different. For a capillary system wicking occurs due to the solid walls and a fixed direction of 

movement of the liquid [19]. In case of textiles, the study becomes complex as textile 

materials is an “open system” and liquid can move from all the neighboring interstices and 

direction of flow may be interrupted due to absence of definite walls [22]. 

Presence of hydrophilic groups and porous structures lead to absorption or retaining liquid in 

that material. Wicking is the transport of this liquid from one part to the other part of the 
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system. Moisture flow in a material requires the presence of both these properties. One may 

find that sometimes-good absorption leads to good wicking for example in flax, but poor 

absorbency and good wicking properties may also be seen as in polyester [21]. 

2.2.3 Wicking from Finite and Infinite reservoirs. 

When wicking occurs from an infinite reservoir, it wets the surface completely causing 

fabrics like cotton to sink. This is further classified into a) trans-planar wicking: liquid travels 

perpendicular to the fiber axis direction e.g. water on a towel, and b) longitudinal wicking 

where fabric is partially immersed in the reservoir and the liquid travels along the direction 

of the fiber axis e.g. terry towel. 

When wicking occurs from a finite source, for example minute drops of liquid for printing 

technology, two different kinetic phases take place: Initially, the drop spreads on the 

substrate and penetrates underneath the porous structure, for example, the open pores in 

knitted fabric and capillary penetration is similar to that of an infinite reservoir. In the second 

phase, the liquid contained in the pores continues to spread radially under the influence of 

capillary forces. 

Based on the type of fiber-liquid interaction, the wicking process can be divided into four 

categories [16]: 

1. Capillary penetration only, deposition in free spaces between yarns. 

2. Simultaneous capillary penetration and imbibition by the fibers. 

3. Capillary penetration and adsorption of a surfactant on fibers, surfactant can be 

present on fabric surface or in the liquid used. 

4. Simultaneous capillary penetration, imbibition by the fibers and adsorption of 
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surfactants on fibers. 

Wicking kinetics can be altered drastically due to the presence of surfactants and this 

complicates its understanding even further, especially for wicking from a limited reservoir. 

2.2.4 Factors dominating Wicking Mechanism 

As described earlier, every mechanism depends upon a number of factors. Wicking of liquid 

into a fabric has three main factors: liquid properties, the fiber surface properties & the 

physical factors.  Liquid properties include the surface tension, viscosity and density of the 

liquid. The type of reservoir, adhesive forces between solid and liquid and direction of 

wicking are some of the physical factors that influence wicking. 

Effect of Chemical Constitution: Wicking properties on plasma treated linen. 

Linen fibers are made from the flax plant. Linen contains 92% cellulose structure and has the 

ability to retain 20 % moisture without feeling damp. Liquid wicking is mainly determined 

by the fiber surface properties and the pore structure as discussed earlier in this report. By 

exposing linen fabric to oxygen or argon plasma the fiber surface is chemically changed, and 

this will change its overall wicking behavior [15]. 

Upward and downward wicking was carried out on plasma treated linen and the results show 

that, treating with a low temperature oxygen plasma created oxygen sites on surface, reduced 

the fiber diameter and reduced the contact angle of liquid and solid interface. The above 

parameters contribute to enhanced wicking behavior in linen fabric.  

It is important to note that, if the surface oxygen content is not controlled, then instead of 

transport of water, its retention may take place and thus, wicking length would decrease. 

Thus, optimization is the key to enhance wicking properties. 
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Effect of Fiber Geometry  

The cross–sectional view of different fibers helps us understand that every fiber has a 

different geometry and yarn structure as seen in Figure 5. The outer surface and shape of the 

yarn acts like a capillary tube for the liquid; therefore, this is the most important factor on 

which the wicking mechanism depends [18]. 

Apart from the difference in chemical constitution, the natural and synthetic fibers wick 

differently due to the yarn structure. 
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Figure 5: Cross-sectional and longitudinal views of Cotton, Silk and Nylon 66 [17, 26]. 
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In wicking, the relative motion is between the solid and liquid, hence fluid flow is also 

dominated by the shape of the solid. 

 

 

Figure 6: Engineered polyester for efficient transport of fluid [27] 

 

In case of natural fibers, there is a high probability of liquid retention rather than transport. 

Once the retention phase occurs, cellulosic structures like cotton and viscose might swell. 

This swelling might in turn hinder the path of flow or push the open path in the neighboring 

yarn structure to close or cause bottlenecking. In Figure 5, one can see that even the finest 

natural fiber like silk has muddled rod like arrangement with irregularities and triangular 

cross-section. As the overall geometry of the fiber changes due to swelling, the fiber will 

easily collapse under its own weight. When Figures 5 and 6 are compared, it can be observed 

that the cross-section of natural fibers produce irregular capillaries within fibers/yarns that 

could inhibit fluid flow. The large contact angles hamper the wicking even more. In Figure 5, 

cotton, having a kidney shaped cross section, cannot have regular capillaries. Other natural 

fibers like wool have a scaly structure, which can obstruct smooth flow of liquid. 

Close-up of four-channel fiber 

used in Coolmax® fabric. 

Channels speed moisture to outer 

surface. 
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Effect of Pore Size 

Capillaries in terms of pore size can be classified broadly in two ways: macro pores and 

micro pores. Textile materials are considered to be the best porous medium with a huge 

amount of capillaries. But the data used for problem solving is usually inserted empirically 

from the start to obtain the solution. There are large variations in the number of pores and the 

diameter of pores in various fibers as well as yarns [23]. 

Pores are spaces including vacuum in a material where liquid can be stored or transferred 

from one placed to other. For wicking, open pores are beneficial.  Porosity of a material is 

given by the ratio of the volume accessible for transfer of matter to occur to the total volume 

of the sample.  

Our fabric is constructed out of a number of yarns and yarns are formed from a number of 

fibers. The vacuum or spaces available between two yarns are called macro pores as seen in 

Figure 7. The spaces found between the bundled fibers are called micro pores as seen in 

Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 7: Capillary progression between yarns (macro) [23] 
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Figure 8: Capillary progression between fibers (micro) [23] 

 

The picture below helps in understanding the difference in the sizes of macro and micro 

pores. In Figure 9, we can also see that the number of micro pores present in our final fabric 

construction will always be in a greater number than the number of macro pores. 
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Figure 9: (a) And (b) SEM of the micro-pores between the fibers in a yarn (c) and (d) SEM 

of the macro pores between the yarns [28] 

 

Single knitted jersey having varied micro and macro pore sizes were used for comparative 

study. Experiments were carried out by clamping the jersey fabric having different macro and 

micro pore sizes into a water bath and images were taken for different periods of time [23]. 

Figure 10 shows the experimental setup.  
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Figure 10: Experimental set up to measure wicking for different pore sizes [23] 

 

Samples of different micro pore radii (Rmi) and different macro pore radii (emac) were used as 

tabulated in the paper [23]. 

 

Table 2: Wicking height of micro and macro pore size with their wicking heights [23] 

Sample Rmi (10
-05

m) emac(10
-04

m) hmic-eq(m) hmac-eq(m) 

1 3.73 6.70 0.388 0.021 

2 3.84 7.01 0.378 0.020 

3 3.53 1.58 0.410 0.091 

4 1.82 16.6 0.798 0.008 

 

It was observed that the macro pores filled first and then the micro pores were used for 
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further transport.  This is very well understood by the experimental graphs drawn below in 

Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11: Equlibrium height reached in macro channels for different samples [23] 

 

From Figure 11 it was observed that, over a short period of time, sample 4 reached the 

maximum height. Over a longer period of time, sample 3 attained the maximum transfer 

height. 
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Figure 12: Equilibruim height reached in micro channels for different samples [23] 

 

From Figure 12 it is observed that in micro channels, over a longer period of time, the micro 

pore size having the smallest radius reaches the maximum height. 

 

 

Figure 13: Equilibrium height reached by the entire jersey having different pore sizes [23] 

 

In conclusion, from Figure 13 it can be seen that over the long run the sample having the 
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smallest micro pore radii has the highest equilibrium height even though the macro pore radii 

is not the smallest. Thus, the contribution of micro pores is greater when we need wicking to 

occur quickly and achieve a greater height.  

Effect of fineness and number of ends 

Moisture wicking changes with each yarn type and to understand this use of two different 

yarns were made. One was a normal polyester ring spun yarn fabric having fineness of 1.2 

denier and the other was DuPont’s Coolmax® fabric having fineness of 1.4 denier. The 

experiment of longitudinal moisture wicking was performed as in Figure 8 for a period of 5 

minutes and the average wicking distance was tabulated. Both ring spun type fabrics were 

made under the same atmospheric conditions [25].  

It was observed that the finer polyester fabric reached a wicking height of 4.2 mm, whereas 

the Coolmax® performance fabric reached 2.8 mm [29]. As mentioned earlier, the 

Coolmax® fabric was engineered for better wicking capability but this strongly shows that 

fineness of the yarn used was more important. 

This can also be understood by looking at the courses per inch in both fabrics. When 

calculated, the polyester fabric had 33.9 wales per inch whereas the Coolmax® fabric had 

27.6 wales per inch. The number of wales is 19 % greater which gives the fabric more small 

paths to carry the moisture from one to the other part of the system. This results in the 

wicking height being larger in the former case due to availability of more capillaries [20]. 

The important learning is that analyzing the stains on clothing in the same way as for 

bloodstains on hard surfaces [Figure 2] is ignorance on our part for the science and totality of 

the information in hand. The only reason that differentiates the bloodstain patterns on hard 
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surfaces and on textiles is the phenomenon called wicking. Studying wicking in textiles is 

complex but vital.  

2.3 Issues with interpretation of bloodstains on textiles 

A new dimension in forensic study concerns the interaction of bloodstain pattern with 

complex textile surfaces. There are a number of incidents where bloodstained clothing have 

been a great source of information as well as helped the investigators to figure out the 

mishaps of a crime scene [33, 40]. The majority of information available in textbooks and 

tutorials for bloodstain stain pattern analysis concentrates on the proper collection with 

documentation of evidence but does not give an insight on how the analysis is to be carried 

out [1-3, 37-38]. Limited studies have been conducted on bloody apparel that indicates the 

dominance of multiple factors, parameters and characteristics that should be considered 

before any interpretation such as the type of fabric in consideration with change in height and 

volume of drop [30, 40].  

A systematic documentation of bloodstains on textiles surfaces was published in 1939 [36]. 

The study showed how textile surfaces affected bloodstains as compared to any other 

controlled surface. The distortion of bloodstains was caused by “retraction, enlargement, 

diminishing and amputation”. They also noted that every textile surface gave distortion 

different from the others. B. White [34] observed similar behavior and stated that bloodstain 

interpretation on fabrics can be important. By producing bloodstains on different fabrics that 

are commonly observed at crime scenes, the effect of varying drop volume, drop height and 

impact angles were established. The calculated and the actual impact angle were compared. 

Cardboard was used as a controlled surface to incorporate surface adhesion and the 
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framework used to mount the fabric were made of plexiglass. The results provided 

information on stain size and impact angle on different fabrics that were generated by 

passively dropping blood from various heights, with a conclusion that further studies are 

needed in the area of the interpretation of bloodstain patterns on fabric and the possible 

outcomes.  

Karger et al. in 1998 [32] carried out a series of experiments to compare transfer, drip and 

spatter stains for drop size in the range of (0.1-10µL). The main focus of this paper was to 

show the difference between the morphology of stains produced by different techniques on 

the same fabric. There was enough literature to demonstrate this for larger stains but the 

author worked on understanding the difference caused by contact stain, smear stain or 

projected stain.  

In 1999, J. Slemko [30] assessed bloodstains as a function of droplet velocity, fabric structure 

and absorbance properties on 22 different fabrics keeping paper as the control surface for 

comparison.  All the fabrics were mounted on foam core for analysis. He found that the 

distortion in the appearance is highly dependent on physical properties of fabric such as 

absorbency and texture, and that angle of impact calculations requires extreme caution due to 

the numerous variables involved. The observations also provided information that washing 

the fabrics enhanced the absorptivity greatly and the development of stains is texture 

dependent. 

Examination of bloodstained clothing presented in 2002 [35], advocates the importance of 

proper documentation of bloodstained clothing. Contamination of its evidence is one of its 

major concerns. The presenters also state that obtaining angle of impact from fabrics is not 
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reliable and one must not attempt to do so. They also suggest that results must not be over 

interpreted as not all stains qualify to give substantial information. 

The latest published article that deals with interpreting bloodstains on selected apparel was 

published in January 2013 [39]. By using highspeed video, development of bloodstain on two 

cotton apparel fabrics was established. The statistical results provided information on drop 

height affecting the parent stain as well as the number of satellite spatter. It was the first time 

that noted the effect of drop height on the number of spines was affected by the type of fabric 

onto which it fell, but there is no clarity on the structure or absorbency of the fabric that 

dominated these results. The fabric was placed over a propylene board and the results 

provided information on parent stain not being circular in woven fabrics and more 

absorbency in knit as compared to woven fabrics, which the authors claimed could assist in 

estimating the fabric that was impacted first. 

2.4 Woven and Knitted Structures 

Look around, and one will find a plethora of applications of fibers in industries such as 

apparel, home furnishing, etc. Confining ourselves to woven and knitted structures along 

with some definitions from fiber science, would assist the understanding of our research 

aspects concisely. Some of the important textile structural factors have been described in the 

Fiber Science textbook [41] 

2.4.1 Yarn structure 

Yarns can be envisioned as a collection of twisted but nearly parallel fibers and theses yarns 

are converted to fabrics by interlacing, or weaving, or knitting. Linear density of yarns is 

characterized in terms of denier or tex, which is referred to as mass per unit length. The term 
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fabric construction is commonly used to refer to the structure of knit, woven or nonwoven 

fabric. Yarn structure depends on how the yarn is spun and the five main categories for staple 

yarns are ring-spun, open end, rotor and air jet spun. Ring-spun yarns typically have all the 

fibers twisted together in concentric helices. Open-end-spun yarns have a core of twisted 

fibers and a sheath of wrapper fibers at various angles to the yarn axis. Air-jet-spun yarns 

have a core of parallel fibers that are bound with wrapper fibers. The wrapper is another fiber 

that is oriented in the circumferential direction [41].  A core spun yarn is comprised of: (a) a 

core yarn comprising a core material selected from the group consisting of filament yarn and 

(b) a wrapper wrapping around the core yarn and comprising of a wrap material selected 

from the following group - 100% cotton/polyester/rayon staple fibers [42]. Some questions 

that could affect the yarn properties should be: what was the spinning technology used for its 

production? What is the density of the yarn?  

The structure of the fiber in the filling yarn has a great impact on comfort properties. Three 

different routes to manufacture ring spun yarns are carded, combed and compact as shown in 

the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 14: Microscope images of carded, combed and compact yarns [50] 
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Ring spinning is a continuous twist inserting and winding spinning system, which have an 

ideal cylindrical helical structure and each helix has same number of turns per unit length. In 

rotor spinning, fiber bundles from the sliver feed are separated into individual fibers by air 

stream and recollected in rotor groove. They have a two-zone structure comprising of core 

fibers and an outer zone of wrapper fibers, which occur irregularly along the core length. The 

higher average yarn diameter of rotor spun yarn compared to ring spun yarn signifies that the 

fibers are loosely packed in rotor yarn [52]. Vortex spinning, a successful commercial 

implementation of a fascinating yarn technology, was introduced by Murata Machinery Ltd., 

Kyoto (Japan) at OTEMAS’97. This technology has significant advantages over ring, open-

end, and air jet spinning systems. It is capable of producing yarns at around twenty times the 

rate of ring frames and three times faster than rotor machines. The structure of vortex yarn is 

claimed to be similar to the ring yarn and unlike the air jet system, it is suitable for spinning 

100% carded cotton [54]. 

 

 

Figure 15: Vortex, Ring and Rotor-spun yarn structure [52] 

 

There is detailed literature for vortex and air jet spinning techniques, but for this research a 

few important observations have to be noted. Visual comparisons showed vortex yarns have 
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a more ring-like appearance as well as a higher number of wrapper fibers compared to air jet 

yarns. Untwisting of air-jet fibers was not possible but the complete untwisting of vortex 

spun yarns was visually confirmed under the microscope [56] 

 

 

Figure 16: Vortex Spun vs Air jet spun yarn [56] 

 

Other differentiation in ring spun fibers are compact spinning of yarns which are claimed to 

be less hairy due to improved fiber binding [55] and the figure below shows the structures of 

the conventional ring and compact yarns. 

 

 

Figure 17: Conventional Ring Spun and Compact Ring spun [55] 
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The statistical evaluation of yarn structure indicated that the density is greater near the center 

of the yarns for compact yarns and the fiber migration was deeper across the yarn cross-

section in comparison with that of conventional ring spun yarns leading to higher mean fiber 

position [57]. 

2.4.2 Fabric Structure 

Woven materials are formed by interlacing or intermeshing yarns. The direction of wrap in 

weavers beam is called as the warp direction, and the normal to it is called as the weft 

direction. Knitting involves inter-looping of yarns. The yarn loops around the other yarns so 

the path is tortuous. At high levels of stress, warp yarns will begin to fail and it is not 

convenient to pull two ends of a woven yarn. If you were to pull the ends of a knitted yarn, 

then not much force is required to strain it. Its modulus is low, high accommodation for strain 

and good elastic recovery. Fine denier fibers are used in knitted fabrics as compared to 

woven fabrics that are responsible for the feel good factor against the skin [41]. The drape of 

knit fabrics is better because of the yarn path being tortuous can redistribute to accommodate 

strain and the fabric structure is open. Woven fabrics are much denser than the knit fabrics, 

suggesting that yarn motion is difficult due to jamming.  

Fabric engineering has been able to make revolutionary changes in the fabric quality from 

comfort point of view. This combined with yarn engineering enhanced the transmission 

ability in the fabric. Carded, combed and compact ring spun yarns occupy more than 70% of 

clothing industry. The fabric configurations are different in each type, which can be seen in 

the Figure 18. A study in the year 2012 reported their comfort performance [50]. 100% 

cotton plain woven fabrics with pick density 88 and 108 were manufactured with weft counts 
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of 30s and 40s Ne using 40s Ne combed warp thread. Warp density was 110 per inch. It was 

seen that the warp wicking was always higher than the weft in all fabric samples. Also, when 

the number of filing yarns increases from 88 to 108, the wicking height decreased in all three 

cases. The wicking height decreased in case of compact fabric than combed fabric. This is 

attributed to the fact that as yarn compactness increases, some capillaries collapse leading to 

lower wicking heights. Also, combed yarns are constituted of straight capillaries which allow 

the water to rise at a higher height in unit time and compact yarns will have the least trapped 

air between fibers. 

 

 

Figure 18: Fabric Sample representing 30 and 40 Ne Carded (Ca), 40 Ne Combed (Co) and 

40 Ne Compact (Ct) structure [50]. 
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Although these studies provide a good basis for a fundamental understanding of blood 

wicking into a textile, they have severe limitations for the analysis of bloodstain pattern. 

Firstly, hardly any research involves less than 1 mL of fluid. Secondly, no consistency is 

observed from one experimental design to the other, for example, the fabric is sometimes 

rested upon on cardboard, sometimes on foam and sometimes on polypropylene board. 

Thirdly, observations have been reported with no clarification on how and why the 

development of bloodstain patterns on textile surfaces is so different. The limitations and 

drawbacks of the previous research and the absence of any literature on this front prompted 

the need to undertake a research program. The main goal is the development of a 

fundamental understanding of the interaction of blood, with textile structures under different 

scenarios typical of a crime scene. There are many facets that can be questioned such as: 

What are the fabric specifications one is aware of while considering the stain analysis? What 

is the scope of information that can be gained from evidence at hand? How important is the 

knowledge of yarn processing while characterizing the fabric? Does the backing material 

have an effect of the stain formed? How significantly is the synthetic blood mixture used in 

experiments affecting the pattern? This will ultimately enable the development of an expert 

protocol for characterizing bloodstains on textiles.  
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

This chapter covers the set up built to acquire bloodstains on textile surfaces, materials, 

chemicals, experimental design and various characterization techniques to accomplish the 

goal of this research. 

3.1 Materials 

The fabrics used were cotton fabrics ordered from Test Fabrics, Inc. having two different 

fabric structures. One was plain-woven fabric that resembles bed sheets having a product 

item code 439XW. The product ordered was percale sheeting with optical brightener with a 

basis weight of 120 grams/meter
2
, a width of 110 inches (279 cm) and a thread count of 130 

epi × 70 ppi. The other was a Jersey-knit fabric having the product item code 437-60. The 

bleached cotton T-shirt fabric had a basis weight of 124 grams/meter
2
 and a width of 60 

inches (152 cm).  

It was important to wash the fabrics before experimentation to eliminate effects of surface 

treatments on the final pattern. Standard laboratory practice for home laundering fabrics by 

AATCC monograph M7 was carried out on both fabrics to simulate a rigorous home 

laundering [43]. In this process we first filled the washer with water at 60 ± 3°C and selected 

a lukewarm rinse setting of 29 ± 3°C. The detergent TIDE (a registered trademark of Procter 

& Gamble Co., Cincinnati OH 45217) was added in the amount of 66 ±1 gram. The wash 

timer was set for a 12 minute cycle. Upon completion of the entire cycle, the load was 

transferred to a dryer at the high temperature setting for a 45 minute cycle. After running this 

laundry sequence, 100 fabric samples of dimensions 5” × 3” and 11” × 11” were cut and 
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piled for experimental use. All experiments contained these fabrics unless otherwise 

specified.  

3.2 Artificial Blood Preparation  

Blood plays a crucial role in our experiments; hence efforts were progressively made to use a 

synthetic mixture that resembled the properties of real blood. The properties such as the 

functional temperature of usage, viscosity and surface tension were to be defined as we 

progressed through the preliminary experiments. Initial blood mixtures were prepared in the 

following manner:  

Type 1: First 44 g of cornstarch was thoroughly mixed with 80 mL of distilled water. Next 

160 mL of corn syrup was added to this solution and the mixture was stirred well. Then 8 

drops of red food coloring was added to the mixture followed by 4 drops of green food 

coloring to take off the pink tinge [45]. 

Type 2: A mixture of 44 g of cornstarch with 80 mL of an aqueous solution of poly(acrylic 

acid)  (10 g/L) was stirred until the solution appeared homogeneous. Then 160 mL of corn 

syrup was added and stirred with the help of a magnetic stirrer. Next 12 drops of red food 

coloring was added to the mixture and followed by 5 drops of green food coloring to take off 

the pink tinge. Finally, 20 mL of hot water was added to blend the contents well.  The 

stability of Blood Type 2 was higher than that of Blood Type 1 as poly(acrylic acid) has bio-

adhesive properties like blood and can easily absorb any salts present in the system giving a 

thicker mixture. [44] 

Type 3: 550 mL of distilled water was heated to boiling and it was allowed to cool to room 

temperature before mixing it with Guar gum. A paste was made by adding water to 12.5 
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gram of Guar gum and then 500 mL of distilled water was added to this paste. A magnetic 

stirring bar was placed in the beaker and the mixture was stirred for 1 hour at room 

temperature. Finally, 5 gm of C.I Direct Red 81 dye was added to this mixture and stirred for 

1.5 hours until homogeneity was obtained. This blood type 3 was patterned after the ASTM 

F1819-07 standardized but the viscosity was increased to better match normal blood. ASTM 

specifies that this mixture should be used only if it has a surface tension of 0.042 ± 0.002 

N/m. This surface tension resembles the surface tension of real blood. [46] 

Variations in results were obtained by using different mixtures of blood which will be 

observed in Figure 35, consequently leading to a more reliable study of various parameters 

and standardization of synthetic blood used for all experiments.  

3.2.1 Thermocouple 

 Experiments were conducted to set base parameters for the synthetic mixture. A small gauge 

thermocouple was used in our experiment and placed at the point of impact to measure the 

temperature of the synthetic blood when it just starts to wick and form the stain. When inside 

the body, blood flows at 37°C whereas most crime scenes occur at room temperature of 

around 20°C. Since the viscosity of blood varies rapidly with temperature, it is very 

important to know whether the 10-100 µLµL droplets leave the body and equilibrate to room 

temperature or start wicking at body temperature itself [48]. 
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Figure 19: Blood temperature at impact after heating it to 37°C. 
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Figure 20: Thermocouple measuring room temperature. 

 

The synthetic blood mixture was heated to 37°C and dropped from a height of half a meter 

with the thermocouple right at the point of impact. The thermocouple always indicated that 

the impact occurred at room temperature.  

To confirm that the drop does not equilibrate at the point of source itself, the dropper was 

heated and directly used for experiments. The temperature of the drop resting on the 

instrument and the time taken to equilibrate to room temperature was noted.  

3.2.2 Viscometer measurements 

Dynamic viscosity is a fluid property that resists deformation to flow. In this case, kinematic 

viscosity is measured, which is the ratio of dynamic viscosity to the density of the fluid. The 

measurements were recorded using a viscometer calibrated as per Standard Test ASTM D 
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445, IP 71 and ISO 3104. An Ubbelohde Viscometer (Cannon Instrument Company, PA 

16803) measuring kinematic viscosity in the range of 2-10 cSt was used for this purpose as 

shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Ubbelohde Viscometer 
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The viscometer was calibrated using water, after which the viscosity of the required synthetic 

mixture was measured as follows: 

The viscometer was cleaned using suitable solvents, and dried by passing clean filtered air to 

remove final traces of solvent. Then the viscometer was charged by pouring sample fluid 

through tube L (see Figure 21) to fill the lower reservoir until the liquid meniscus was 

between the minimum H and maximum G fill lines marked on the reservoir. Next the 

viscometer was placed into the holder and inserted into a constant temperature bath and 

allowed to equilibrate for 20 minutes. Then, to fill the bulb D, a finger was placed over tube 

M and suction was applied to tube N till the liquid reached the center of bulb D. The suction 

was removed from tube N. After removing the finger from Tube M, it was immediately 

placed over tube N until the excess sample drops away from the lower end of the capillary 

into bulb B. Then the finger was removed to carry out the measurement for efflux time. To 

measure the efflux time, the liquid was allowed to flow freely down past mark E, measuring 

the time for the meniscus to pass from mark E to mark F. The kinematic viscosity of the 

sample was calculated by multiplying the efflux time by the viscometer constant. The efflux 

time was measured by repeating steps 4 through 6 without recharging the viscometer. To 

obtain viscosity in mPa.s (cP), the kinematic viscosity was multiplied by the density in grams 

per millimeter. 

3.2.3 Surface tension measurements 

The Young-Laplace equation is used to explain the phenomenon of capillary rise. This is 

further extended to measure the surface tension of liquid that completely wets the wall of the 
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capillary. The liquid surface lies parallel to the wall at the region of contact and the equation 

written below can be used if the surface formed is concave [47].  

 

      
 

 
 

 

Here    is the difference in density in the liquid and gas phase, g is acceleration due to 

gravity, h is the height of liquid level rise in the capillary from a flat liquid surface,   is the 

surface tension of liquid and r is the radius of the capillary. For experimental purposes, the 

measurement is first standardized using water. The calculated surface tension should match 

the global value for surface tension of water. Then a capillary tube of known diameter is 

placed in a pool of synthetic blood, the height of liquid rise in the capillary tube is noted and 

the density is substituted by calculating the mass by volume of the same liquid sample.  

3.2.4 Formulation of Synthetic blood patterned after ASTM F1819-07 

From preliminary experiments we found that any variation in the blood mixture affects the 

final bloodstain pattern formed. It is thus vital to follow one mixture to reduce the variation. 

The synthetic blood mixture should possess properties that are as close to those of real blood 

as possible, so that we can mimic the stains formed at real crime scenes. The synthetic 

mixture developed now was altered after the patented ASTM standard F1819-07. [46] 

Viscosity and surface tension of blood are two properties that vary drastically with 

temperature. It is very important to understand its intricacies and the temperature range that 

will be dealt with for small volumes of blood (10-100 µLµL). The thermocouple experiment 
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proved to be of great importance to test whether the surface tension and viscosity used in the 

ASTM standard is the correct one. The next chapter will contain the results and explain the 

need for simulation of a corrected recipe as described below. 

ASTM standard uses distilled water, red dye and thickening agent. The thickener used is 

Acrysol G110 having a viscosity of 700 cps, but a higher viscosity thickener is required to 

attain the properties mentioned in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.  

1% dye solution was prepared by mixing 1 gm of Direct Red 81 in 100 mL of deionized 

water. Acrysol 8306 was diluted 15x with distilled water and a magnetic stirring bar was 

placed in the mixture. This solution was stirred for one hour till all the entrapped air bubbles 

had escaped the solution and a translucent homogenous solution was obtained. Next 20 mL 

of dye solution was added to the diluted translucent thickener solution. Finally, the surface 

tension and viscosity were measured and alteration was further done by addition of 1% dye 

solution to achieve the aforementioned values. 

3.3 High Speed Video Imaging set-up 

As explained in the literature review, it was important to confirm that we are producing only 

a single droplet of blood of known volume. To confirm the absence of an accompanying drop 

the following setup was used, which we refer to as high-speed video imaging technique. A 

large image senor is essential when capturing minute details of a motion.  
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Figure 22: High Speed Video Imaging Set-up 

 

A digital single-lens reflex camera (digital SLR or DSLR) was set on a tripod stand at an 

optimum height to image the drop from the pipette. Then the mode dial of the camera (also 

called the PASM dial that provides programming, aperture-priority, shutter priority and full 

manual modes) was selected for shutter priority in order to arrange the time frame for which 

shutter will be open. Before the click, phase detection autofocus was pressed to set the 

shutter speed for 1/2000 and this fast shutter speed helped to avoid motion blur as we saw the 

flight of drop from source to its impact on the surface below. Also, the fast shutter speed 

means very short time intervals; for example, 1/2000
th

 of a second. This is hence called as the 

exposure time of the shutter. In this case, depending upon the distance from the drop, only 
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trial and readjusting the shutter speed gave proper results. If motion blur persisted, then the 

shutter speed was increased and more light was required as the shutter speed increased. After 

determining the value of shutter speed, the setting was changed to manual focus and the 

focus was adjusted to the source of blood drop. The high speed (HS) capture was switched on 

and changed to the display mode to confirm that image visible on the camera’s sensor was 

the same image that was captured through the view finder. The video was timed using the red 

button of the camera near the eye-piece. The trimming technique available in the DSLR itself 

was used to remove the unwanted part of the capture that would consume time and data 

space. For the current set of experiments, the distance between the photographic lens and the 

drop was 23.5 cm and an external set of light was projected allowing the camera to capture 

clear images at very low exposure time. 

Tip calibration was another important experiment in which the diameter of the tip was 

altered. This helped in producing a single drop of the required volume. Calibrated tips of 

ZAP (Zero Aerosol Pipetting) by VWR were used for this purpose. Entire volume of drop, 

ranging from 30-80 µLµL, was to be pipetted out as a single drop of blood from the source. 

For this purpose, the tip was cut by 1 mm to widen the tapering tip diameter. With the new 

tip diameter and highspeed video imaging, the presence of any accompanying drop was 

checked. In case an accompanying drop was observed, the tip was further cut by mm to 

widen the tip diameter even further. This procedure was repeated till the tip supported the 

required range of blood volume. The difference between the original tip from VWR and the 

final altered tip, which delivered the required blood volume is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 23: Tip Calibration 

 

3.4 Experimental set up for Falling Drops of Blood of known volume 

By literature review, it was understood that it is of utmost importance to photograph and 

document the shape of bloodstain pattern that will impact a surface. Since textile surfaces are 

porous in nature, the bottom view of this pattern can also be captured if the material is rested 

in an embroidery hoop. The initial set-up of the apparatus is shown in the figure below. 

Original Pipette Altered Pipette 
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Figure 24: Initial blood drip set-up 

 

Two USB video microscopes with adjustable focus and fixed zoom were mounted on the 

holder and a microscope stand that could be moved closer or further from the fabric. A 

Gilson Pipette with a working range of 001-900 µLµL and calibrated by Precision Weighing 

Inc. on 22
nd

 Dec, 2011 was fitted with a calibrated tip. This tip was immersed in a pool of 

synthetic blood and the required volume was pipetted out which would then function as a 

source of blood. Samples were carefully cut and placed in 3 inch embroidery hoops. These 

hoops were then mounted on a Newport 471 series rotating stage where the cloth could be 

fixed on a polypropylene plate and rotated through required angles of interest. Height of drop 
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(tip to fabric) is 6” unless specified. The drop is made to fall perpendicular onto the fabric 

surface Ɵ = 90°, unless the fabric angle Ɵ is specified where Ɵ is the angle between the plane 

of the impact surface and the source of impact. 

The extent of grouping various experiments and the discussions on various factors affecting 

the geometry of the pattern formed, necessitated a more reliable and sophisticated set-up.  To 

avoid air currents, contained system and accurate picturing, we have designed a new tower to 

run the experiments with varying parameters which we call the DRIP TOWER.  
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Figure 25: Drip tower apparatus 
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Two drip heights could be used, 0.5 m and 1.5 m. The pipette was placed at the desired 

height. The fabric was neatly placed on the embroidery hoop and the surface was fixed  while 

avoiding to stretch the fabric. Then the sample in the embroidery hoop was placed into the 

polyproylene mounting board which was attached to a rotating stand fixed to the steel cage. 

With the help of the Newport 471 series rotation stage, the required angle of impact was 

calibrated. In case of plain woven, the warp direction was marked before starting the 

experiment or after drying the sample. On the same rotating plate, two USB cameras were 

utilised to capture the top and bottom images of the sample. Zip scope software was installed 

on the monitors to capture the time series of the blood stain and also video the progression of 

stain development. Each sample picture was saved with a unique identification tag. The 

images from these cameras were displayed on two monitors to view the top and bottom of the 

sample and their focus was adjusted to the point of impact on fabric. Following these 

particular protocols helps to make the study more reliable and makes it easy to change one 

parameter at a time. The pipette was charged with required volume of the modified ASTM 

synthetic mixture. A trial sample was obtained to confirm that ejecting the fluid from the 

pippete targets a defined region which could be captured by the two microscopes. After 

making 5 alignmentsamples, the drip experiments were run. The pipette tips were changed 

and calibrated after every 3 hours of continuous use. Three replicas were prepared for each 

set of the experiments naming them as r1, r2, r3 etc. The entire bloodstained article with its 

embroidery hoop was carefully removed from the board and allowed to dry. Once dried, it 

was placed back in the board and the final image of the dried sample was captured. All the 

samples were properly photographed and documented and then placed in a transparent plastic 
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bag. Care was taken to not fold any package that was still in a wet condition. The same steps 

were followed after alterating any one parameter in the experiment. Care was taken to not 

change two parameters at a time as this would create difficulty in understanding the final 

pattern. 

Careful examination of bloodstained fabric will be discussed in the next chapter. As 

mentioned earlier, the scope of this experiment is huge due to freedom of performing 

experiments with so many variable parameters. Hence, the next section contains the 

experimental design for various parameters. 

3.5 Experimental Design  

The experimental designs are structured with the objective to understand the effect of one 

parameter at a time on the final bloodstain pattern.  

 

Table 3: Summary of parameters that were studied and in which experimental designs are 

performed 

Parameter Fabric Type Fabric 

Angle 

Warp 

Angle 

Volume of 

drop (µL) 

Impact 

height 

Laundry Backing 

material 

Levels Balanced 

Unbalanced 

Woven 

Knit 

0° 

30° 

60° 

0° 

90° 

 

20 

50 

60 

80 

6” 

12” 

0.5 m 

1.5 m 

Yes 

No 

None 

Hard 

Soft 
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Note:  

 All experiments had top and bottom view of the pattern unless otherwise specified.  

 All plain woven fabrics were an unbalanced weave of 130 × 70 unless specified. 

3.5.1 Experimental Design I: Effect of different fabric pattern. 

In this experimental design, the study focused on understanding the pattern that developed on 

a balanced (60 × 60) and an unbalanced (130 × 70) plain woven structure. At the same time, 

all the other parameters were kept constant to understand the effect of the fabric pattern. The 

stain development process was captured and after drying it was photographed for the final 

pattern.  

3.5.2 Experimental Design II: Migration of blood to the surface behind. 

Saturation and transfer of stain was the reason for designing this experiment to determine the 

quantity of blood required for the stain to appear behind the surface of the plain woven 

fabric. Here the blood volume was varied over the range of 20-100 µLµL. 

3.5.3 Experimental Design III: Effect on bloodstain pattern after laundering the 

fabric. 

This design dealt with investigating the effect of laundered fabric versus the fabric as it is 

obtained from the manufacturer. Keeping all parameters constant, the fabric was laundered 

by the AATCC standards (Monograph M7) and a time series of the evolution of the stain was 

captured at an interval of 10 seconds. This was compared to a fabric that was used as 

received. 

3.5.4 Experimental Design IV: Effect of variation in drop size at height 6” 
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Based on the results obtained from experimental design II, this experimental design was 

produced to observe the effect of altering the volume of synthetic blood of 20 µL, 50 µL and 

100 µL. 

3.5.5 Experimental Design VI: Evolutionary wicking process in 20 µLµL and 100 µL 

droplet 

In this design, study examined the pattern development of two different volumes of blood 

droplet and this was assisted by time series images from the time of impact till the stain dries 

completely.  The height of impact in both the cases was 12”. 

3.5.6 Experimental Design VII: Effect of simultaneous variation in height  & drop size 

This design was to enable a comparative study of how the pattern was affected when two 

factors were varied simultaneously. The volume was varied by 3 levels of 20, 50 and 100 

microliters whereas the height was varied by two levels, namely 6” and 12”. 

3.5.7 Experimental Design VIII: Effect of variation in warp angle 

As defined earlier, warp angle is the direction of warp and weft plane with respect to the 

droplet of blood. In the fabric sample used for experiment, the weave structure is unbalanced. 

The design of this experiment was to understand the significance of the warp direction due to 

the consistent deviation of results as discussed in the next chapter. 

3.5.8 Experimental Design IX: Effect of variation in fabric angle 

This design dealt with investigation of relation between the stain and the fabric tilt from the 

horizontal plane to resemble situations like the T-shirt of a man and blood dripping from his 

nose. In such cases, the sample is not expected to be in perfectly horizontal direction. A stain 

Embroidery hoop to mount the sample 
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dripped over a completely horizontal surface is compared with a stain dripped over a fabric 

angle of 30° and 90°. 

3.5.9 Experimental Design X: Effect of fabric angle and warp angle. 

This design is to enable a comparative study of how the bloodstain pattern was affected when 

two plane angles are changed simultaneously. It gives a combinational study of section 3.5.8 

and 3.5.9 for better understanding of the concept of warp angle and fabric angle. The warp 

angle was kept as it was or rotated by 90°. The fabric angle, also called as the impact angle 

was 30° and 60°. 

3.5.10 Experimental Design XI: Effect of change in fabric weave 

By the knowledge of textiles, we inherently know that the weave of plain woven and a jersey 

knit is completely different. This experiment was designed to visualize the effect of blood 

droplet over a plain woven and a knitted fabric. The dynamics of wicking in both structures 

was recorded and the patterns were photographed for further study. 

3.5.11 Experimental Design XII : Effect of the backing material 

When you visualize a home décor scene or a person with clothes, one can agree that bed 

sheets are used to cover mattress and a tablecloth is rested over a hard surface, whereas a 

jersey is worn over a softer surface like skin. In each of these cases, the backing material 

varies. This experiment is basically designed to interpret the influence of a backing material 

over the bloodstain generated. Fabric lying on a tabletop is called “hard surface backing”, 

whereas fabric lying over a layer of compressible pads is called “soft surface backing” in the 

remainder of this study. 
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3.6  Fabric Structure, Yarn Characterization and Properties 

Characterization included analysis of fabric and yarn structure, e.g. yarn count, yarn 

diameter, linear density and twist level. A Twist Tester, microscopic video imaging and 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) were combined with various software tools in the 

measurement of the measurement of yarn diameter, wicking rate in different yarns at twist 

levels and determining the probable spinning technology used in various yarns.  

3.6.1 Yarn Preparation for Linear Density 

The fineness of a yarn is one of its most fundamental properties to determine the fabric 

behavior. However, measurement of yarn diameter directly is not possible without the use of 

optical lenses. An indirect system of measurement is used for denoting the fineness of a yarn 

by weighing a known length of a sample. The fabric, from which the yarns have to be pulled 

out, was cut in 12” × 12” to obtain a continuous length of minimum 10” of yarn. For the 

plain woven fabric, 20 samples of yarn were pulled out from the warp and the weft direction. 

The required length of yarn was cut and placed on Mettler AE 163 balance and the digital 

value accurate up to 5 decimal places was noted. Careful handling of the yarn was required 

during the removal from fabric since they are weak and woven with a number of warp and 

weft threads. Also, the yarn should be completely contained in the weighing pan and no loose 

ends should stay out. The same experiment was repeated for knitted fabrics and the yarn was 

carefully removed along the courses direction to avoid breakage while obtaining the required 

length. 
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Figure 26: Precise Weighing Scale 

 

3.6.2 Yarn Preparation for Twist Testing 

There is a relationship between yarn twist and diameter, density, hairiness, strength and twist 

factor. Test method ASTM D1422-99(2008) was used to determine the twist in a single spun 

yarn by untwist-retwist method. This method has been found satisfactory for all ring-spun 

and 100% cotton open-end yarns [49]. Three types of yarns were drawn, warp, weft and 

knitted from the fabric and their twist level were measured. Model D 8000 power-driven 

Twist Tester was used for this purpose, which consists of a pair of clamps, one of which is 

rotatable in either direction and positively connected to a rotation counter. Position of the 

other clamp was adjustable to accommodate the required specimen length. The end-

tensioning procedure was carried out in the following manner: Initially, one end of the 

specimen was secured in the non-rotatable clamp and the other end through the rotatable 

Yarn Sample 

Weight up to 

5 decimal 

accuracy 
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clamp leaving it open temporarily. The yarn was then pulled through the open clamp till the 

pointer attached to the non-rotatable clamp reached the predetermined (zero) position for the 

required tension and both the clamps were fastened. The excess long end of the yarn, more 

than inch, was cut off. The rotatable clamp was revolved in the direction that untwisted the 

specimen and released the tension as the specimen started to elongate. The rotation was 

continued in the same direction till the original twist was removed and new twist in the 

opposite direction was imparted. The twist in the opposite direction was reinserted until the 

indicator had returned to its original position, where the specimen is assumed to have its 

original length and tension. To calculate turns per inch to one decimal, we used the equation 

T = R/2L where, T = twist per inch (tpi), R = Counter reading, ½ = correction for twist-

retwist, and L = Specimen length in inches. 

 

 

Figure 27: Model A 8000 power-driven Twist Tester with counter display. 
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3.6.3 Wicking in Yarns 

The results obtained in section 3.5 were on fabric as a whole; it was important to understand 

the wicking pattern on the yarns that constitute this fabric. After the results obtained from the 

previous section, the same instrument was used for this experiment. Close to the yarn, a ruler 

was placed without disturbing the yarn arrangement and clipped to withstand any vibrations 

from the machine. The wicking rate for 1 µL of drop was captured and for this reason, a zip-

scope set up was mounted over a tripod stand to image these observations.  

 

 

Figure 28: Wicking in Yarns at different twist levels 

 

Several trials were carried out to capture the wicking behavior of these yarns. Firstly, the 

twist levels in the yarn were varied for this purpose. The point when the twist testing needle 

reached the highest extension point and just begins to retwist is noted as the point of lowest 

twist. It was decided that the wicking behavior should be noted for the lowest twist level that 
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could be achieved to the twist level of the yarn obtained as it is in the fabric. Other 

experiments were structured on a similar ground, to study the effect of wicking when twist 

reverses, and the values were averaged out.  

3.6.4 Yarn and Fabric Morphology 

Primary techniques used for determining and characterizing the morphology of yarns and 

fabrics in our experiments are Optical Microscope (Overhead and Inverted) and Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM). 

For using the microscope, the first step involved the making of neat microscope slides with 

the required specimen and tagging it. A small strip of the required yarn was cut and gently 

placed on a plain glass microscope slide. The two ends on the yarn are fastened with the help 

of sticky tape. In a similar manner, a microscope slide holding the plain woven and knitted 

fabric piece was also prepared.  

 

 

Figure 29: Microscope Specimen samples 
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Now capturing these images observed with the naked eye is simple by the aid of adapters. 

Adapters are mechanical attachments that that be coupled with the microscope. A focal 

adaptor and eyepiece nesting was used for providing a photo-port to a digital SLR camera. 

Simple microscopy technique was used to observe the yarn structure and fabric structure. 

Any lint or fingerprints on the lens was wiped off with a small amount of alcohol on the 

moistened gauze. First, the halogen lamp for the transmitted light source was switched on. As 

a precaution, usage of high voltage was avoided as DSLR was to be used to capture these 

images. Now the specimen slide was placed in the holder on the stage and the rotating 

nosepiece was adjusted for the required objective. The microscope knob was focused to 

optimize the clarity of image in the viewfinder of the camera and the image was captured. 
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Figure 30: Optical microscope set-up 

 

For watching and recording wicking in these fabrics, a high performance inverted 

microscope, Zeiss Axiovert 100 A, was used as shown in Figure 31. This had the provision 

of fluorescence and non-fluorescence lamp depending upon the sample in use. For our 
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experiments, the non-fluorescence lamp controller was used with intensity adjustment. 

Different filters could be applied to the illuminating light. The fabric sample was placed on 

the stage above the objective lens. This objective lens could be manually adjusted for the 

required magnification. The digital SLR was attached to the trinocular port of the inverted 

microscope and switched to video mode to capture the results. The image was adjusted by 

looking in the viewfinder and the focus knob was adjusted to obtain a fine image for analysis.  

 

 

Figure 31: Zeiss Axiovert 100 A Microscope 

 

A Scanning Electron Microscope was used to estimate the spinning technology used to 

produce yarn. Initially, precut pieces of conductive and two sided adhesive carbon tape was 
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stuck to standard stubs. Yarn samples that are ~5 mm long were placed on the stub. The stub 

with samples was then pressed to a butter paper to avoid loose ends in the machine while 

scanning operation. The stubs were carefully put in a chamber in which argon gas was used 

to generate plasma.  

 

 

Figure 32: Stub Samples for SEM 

 

For this purpose, a vacuum pump was used to eliminate the air in the chamber. The plasma 

time was set for 150 seconds and then switched on. Once the required amount of process 

current was sent, the process was allowed to start. Then these samples were sputter coated 

with gold-palladium (Au-Pd) alloy 57 using a sputter coater (Emitech Hummer 6.2). The 

ionized gas molecules bombarded the Au-Pd target that caused removal of the metal particles 

from the target, which deposited onto the sample.  
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Figure 33: Sputter Coater 

 

After releasing the pressure using the vent, the stubs were removed and carefully placed in 

the SEM holder before insertion into the system, the rim of the stub was either lower or at the 

same height as to the rim of the holder. The SEM (JEOL JSM – 5900 LV) was used to 

acquire high-resolution images with an electron beam having an accelerating voltage of 15 

keV and focused by a condenser lens to a spot of 0.4 nm to 5 nm in diameter. 
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Figure 34: JEOL Scanning Electron Microscope 

 

Images at different magnifications were taken to allow the examination of yarn morphology 

and estimation of yarn and fiber diameter.  

The observations and results obtained from the above experiments will be discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This study has been carried out to set base parameters for conducting bloodstain experiments 

on textile surfaces and investigating the effects of various parameters on the final pattern. 

Each section will focus on its usefulness, application and results obtained from our 

perspective. Some concepts are straightforward while reverse engineering is useful in 

grasping others.  

4.1 Materials 

It was very important to narrow down the options from among the numerous substrates 

available in the field of textiles. There is a broad range of fabrics such as denims, jerseys, 

bed-sheets, table-tops, carpets, curtains and other upholstery found at a crime location. The 

most prevalent items one may observe at a crime scene are bed-sheets covering a mattress in 

a bedroom or a victim or a suspect wearing a T-shirt. Thus, from a plethora of options, this 

research is restricted to using plain woven fabric that is usually used to make bed-sheets and 

a knitted jersey fabric used to make T-shirts.  

Clothing available in the market is usually finished goods with some chemical on it to 

increase its appeal to the merchant buying the goods. Rarely will the materials be brand new 

at a crime scene. Hence, for the creation of most likely conditions, the fabric obtained were 

washed by AATCC Monograph M7 standard and then used for experimental purpose. Details 

of the fabric and washing method were illustrated in the previous chapter Section 3.1. 
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4.2 Blood 

As mentioned in section 3.2, initial trials were conducted to make a synthetic blood mixture 

for conducting the experiments. These mixtures were pulled out from a variety of sources 

that aimed at making fake blood having properties similar to real blood [44-46].  

In case of Type 1 and Type 2 mixture, red food coloring imparted much more of a pink color 

than red, so there was a need to add green to remove the pink tinge. The usage of cornstarch, 

corn syrup and other ingredients gave a recipe that was appropriately similar to real blood by 

its texture. But when this mixture was used for the experiments on fabric, the results did not 

resemble the properties of real blood as flaking of a part of the stain from surface occurred. 

Figure 35 illustrates the issue. 

 

TYPE 1 Fake Blood Recipe 

TYPE 2 Fake Blood Recipe 

  Figure 35: Blood Drop of Type 1 and type 2 Recipes 
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The first perception of these images would be that they are taken at the time of impact and 

thus, have not completely dried. But in reality, the images seen above were the captured after 

the drop was left overnight to dry. In case of Blood Type 1, the stain formed a globule over 

the surface and only partial portion of the blood mixture would wick into the fabric structure, 

whereas the solids in the blood mixture probably filtered out and stayed on the surface. The 

place containing the solid globule would flake off if the fabric was not handled carefully. In 

case of Type 2 recipe, appearance of the stain was gel like. The stain formed was very 

delicate in nature and flaked off completely if not handled properly, hardly leaving any trace 

of its impact. Also, over night drying of larger volumes led to a slimy appearance and 

formation of a thin shiny film due to the presence of polyacrylic acid which had bio-adhesive 

properties. This can be again witnessed from Figure 35. Type 2 blood recipe also made the 

blood globule stay on the fabric in a similar fashion where water stayed on a hydrophobic 

material. Hence, it was concluded that altering the blood mixture would most probably create 

a different pattern. These observations were a confirmation about the unrelaibility of this 

mixture to manifest real blood stained clothing. 

Type 3 recipe was found to be more consistent in its performance. Guar gum was used as a 

thickner in this mixture and the coloring agent was a Direct Red 81. The mixture had a 

working range of viscosity and surface tension for the solution  mentioned in the ASTM 

standard. To make this study more reliable, it was important to cross-check those values 

given in the study.  
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4.2.1 Thermocouple 

Blood, a non-Newtonian fluid, flows inside the body at about 37°C. Viscosity and surface 

tension are two properties that vary highly with temperature; therefore, the first research 

question was “What is the average temperature of blood during a crime scene?” This 

involved analyzing the temperature of blood volume in the range of 10-100 µLµL once it 

leaves the body. This was done to determine whether the values of viscosity and surface 

tension should be calibrated as per 37°C, a different temperature. For this experimental study, 

the room temperature was approximated to be 20°C. To replicate blood flowing through 

body, synthetic blood mixture was heated to 37°C and impacted on a fabric from a height of 

12”. To confirm that the drop does not equilibrate at the point of source itself, the dropper 

was heated and directly used for experiments. A gauge thermocouple was placed at the point 

of impact, and the temperature at the point of impact and room temperature was 20°C. 

 

Table 4: Temperature of blood drop from 37°C at impact  

Sr.no. Size of drop (µL) Reading 1 Reading 2 Reading 3 

1. 20 20 21 21 

2. 40 21 22 20 

3. 60 22 20 22 

 

The observations made in this segment showed that the volume used for experimental 

purposes had equilibrated to room temperature by the time the drop reached the target 
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surface. Hence, while spreading into the weave of the fabric, the blood retained fluid 

properties that would be observed at 20°C and not at 37°C.  

4.2.2 Viscometer Measurements 

From the explanation given in section 3.2.2, this experiment helped in acquiring the viscosity 

of the synthetic blood at 20°C. Viscosity is strongly dependent on temperature. A decrease of 

1°C in temperature yields a 2% increase in viscosity. For real blood at 25°C, the kinematic 

viscosity that was acceptable was 3.5 ± 0.29 Centistokes (cST) [59] and at 37°C the viscosity 

range was 2.44 ± 0.09 cST [58]. 

The goal of this experiment was to measure the viscosity of the prepared formulation. The 

mixture was then altered to bring the viscosity to 3.5 ± 0.29 Centistokes. Using a calibrated 

viscometer as per Standard Test ASTM D 445, IP 71 and ISO 3104, with the provision of 

two viscosity constants, following measurements were made:  

Time (seconds) × Viscosity constant = Kinematic Viscosity (centistokes, cSt)     [Equation 2] 

 

Table 5: Kinematic Viscosity calculation for water 

Time (seconds) Viscosity constant Kinematic 

viscosity(centistokes) 

102.55 0.009558 0.9800 

102.55 0.009567 0.9810 

102.46 0.009558 0.9793 

102.46 0.009567 0.9802 
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Table 5: Continued 

102.01 0.009558 0.9750 

102.01 0.009567 0.9760 

 

Table 6: Kinematic Viscosity for Acrysol 8306 dilute solution and 1% dye solution 

Time (seconds)  Viscosity constant  Kinematic viscosity 

(centistokes) 

349 0.009558 3.3357 

349 0.009567 3.3388 

358 0.009558 3.4210 

358 0.009567 3.4240 

361 0.009558 3.4536 

361 0.009567 3.4500 

 

To obtain viscosity in mPa.s (cP), the kinematic viscosity was multiplied by the density in 

g/mm. 

Thus, the mean value for the viscosity of the synthetic mixture developed was 3.404, was 

within the range of values of the viscosity of real blood at 20-25°C. 

4.2.2 Surface Tension Measurements 

Due to the fact that blood at the point of impact equilibrates to room temperature, it was 

necessary to adjust the surface tension of the synthetic mixture. The surface tension of blood 
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at 37°C is 42.22 dynes per centimeter and at 20°C it is 50.35 dynes per centimeter [46,48]. 

By Young Laplace equation, the capillary rise (h) was back calculated and the surface 

tension was adjusted to get the required height. 

   
 

      
     [Equation 3] 

where, r was radius of the capillary inserted (0.7 mm), g was the acceleration due to gravity 

(980 cm/s
2
), density of the synthetic mixture was 1.1 gm/mL and surface tension   was 

substituted as 50.35 dynes/cm. The height of capillary rise obtained by substituting these 

values in the above equation was 1.33 cm.  The purpose of back calculation was to ensure 

that every time a new mixture was made, its capillary height matched to 1.33 cm. These 

calculations formed the basis for the working range of the synthetic blood mixture that had 

the properties very similar to real blood. 

4.2.4 Synthetic blood Mixture 

The formulation of ASTM standard blood mixture F1819-07 has been explained in Section 

3.2.4. The significance of altering the mixture had been well established by the thermocouple 

experiment. This standard was patterned to accommodate the new findings, that blood 

properties such as surface tension and viscosity should be matched to room temperature 

values and not the temperature at which it flows inside the human body.  The synthetic blood 

mixture was calibrated to aforementioned values every time before usage to achieve optimum 

results. If the capillary height was less than desired, then 1 mL of dye solution was added. 

This was done gradually till a height of 1.33 cm was attained. On the other hand, to lower the 

height of capillary rise, rheology modifier solution of Acrysol 8306 was added in small 

amounts. Viscosity measurements were made to check whether the solution was at its 
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operating range. Usually, the solution was found to be stable for a period of 5-7 days if it was 

stored in an air-tight container, after which solid agglomeration was seen in the mixture.  

4.3 Tip calibration and high speed video imaging 

The study of tip calibration was carried out to investigate the ability of the tip to hold the 

required volume of blood and dispense it as one single drop of liquid. The commercial tips 

had very small diameters to dispense 10-100 µL as a single drop. The tip was conical in 

shape and hence, was cut from the edge to obtain a larger diameter as observed in Figure 23. 

The formation of a single drop from the tip and the process of it being dispensed have been 

shown in Figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36: Drop Formation and dispense action as a single drop 

 

The process of blood drop formation began with the slow formation of a pendant shaped drop 

and gravity acting at its lowest point. After a critical mass was reached, it started to fall and 

separate from the tip. During this process, it still adhered to the residual liquid in the pipette 

and formed a liquid neck which is also called a ligament. On extension, the ligament broke at 
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the bottom near the primary drop and then the ligament was pulled back upwards due to 

surface tension of the liquid and the primary drop was dispensed as a single drop. 

Our initial hypothesis argued that the tip supports a volume range of 10-100 µL and 

dispenses it as a single drop of blood. From the literature review, the importance of forming 

one single drop was identified, as it would help in making our study more reliable and 

confirm that the pattern obtained is a result of a single drop only. Thus, to clarify our 

hypothesis a high speed video imaging set-up was constructed as explained in Section 3.3. 

Figure 37 shows photographs of blood drops having a volume in the range of 10-100 µL, 

released from a calibrated and cut tip and viewed at the same shutter speed. Each column 

shows successive stages of drop formation and dispensing from the tip as a single drop. 

 

                        

                            20 µL                      40 µL 

                

    60 µL         90 µL 

Figure 37: A high-speed photograph time series comparing the dripping of synthetic blood 

from a cut tip 
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From Figure 37, it can be very well understood that the drops were released from the tip as a 

single drop for volumes up to 90 µL. The process of drop formation was identical to Figure 

36. The time series confirms that separation of blood volume from the tip is neat and 

produces no accompanying drop. The oscillations of drop depended on the drop volume. The 

length of the ligament was fixed in the experiment for a particular drop because of the use of 

limited blood volume. When more liquid flow is available the ligament body tends to extend 

and there were higher chances for the formation of an accompanying drop.  For the case of 

higher volumes of blood drop, it was important to note the absence or presence of an 

accompanying drop. 

 

 

Figure 38: Dripping of 100 µL primary drop and its detachment showing an accompanying 

drop 

 

From Figure 38, it can be inferred that in spite of the drop formation process being similar to 

the above drops, a number of satellite bulges were distinguished in the ligament. Over time, 

the ligament narrowed and underwent fragmentation phases. It first ruptured in the middle. 

The lower ligament tried to merge with primary drop while moving downwards whereas the 

upper ligament was drawn back to the residual liquid in the pipette tip. The thin ligament 
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subsequently ruptured just above the primary drop and this entire fragment contracted into an 

accompanying drop. Thus, it was concluded that our hypothesis was only partially true and 

the new tip diameter was able to support blood drop volume in the range of 10-90 µL. 

4.4 Preliminary results 

The initial set up was shown in the Section 3.4 and after conducting a few initial trials, it was 

observed that changing any one parameter in the experiment would highly influence the final 

bloodstain pattern. Hence, to maintain consistency in the results, one parameter at a time was 

analyzed. 

4.4.1 Effect of different fabric pattern 

The experimental detail has been illustrated in the Section 3.5.1, where the aim of this 

experiment was to understand the pattern development in case of balanced (60 × 60) and 

unbalanced (130 × 70) plain woven structure.  
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Figure 39:  Blood drop of a 50 µL on a balanced and unbalanced cotton plain weave. 

 

When the bottom view of the pattern in two weave structures were compared, it was 

observed that in the case of an unbalanced weave, an elliptical drop shape was formed at the 

warp angle and on the other hand, the balanced weave showed a more circular pattern after 

the drop had wicked into the structure. All the other parameters being constant in the 

experiment suggest that this could be attributed only to the fabric construction.  

Top view: Balanced cotton plain weave 

Bottom view 

Top view: Unbalanced cotton plain weave 

Bottom view 
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4.4.2 Effect of minimum transfer volume 

To verify the amount of blood volume required for blood to penetrate through the surface; 

blood drops of 5 µL, 20 µL and 50 µL were used on 130 ×70 plain woven cotton fabric 

samples and following results were observed. 

 

 

Figure 40: Bottom View images of different volumes of blood 

 

From Figure 40, it was observed that the 5 µL blood droplet did not transfer the blood to the 

other side. The 20 µL blood droplet had sufficient blood to seep into the interstices of the 

weave and the yarn. The 500 µL blood droplet had a large enough pool of blood to migrate to 

the other side of the fabric and dry there if not in contact with any other surface. Hence, drop 

size of 100 µL or more would cause more spreading but a large passive droplet of blood 

would have a tendency to penetrate through to the other surface. This might have been 

problematic as more capillary channels and other parameters would have to be considered. 

The drawback of this experiment was that no spreading could be observed in the weave even 

after keeping it overnight using blood type 2 and the dried blood samples still gave an 

5 µl 20 µl 50 µl 
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appearance of a wet blood stain in spite of being completely dry. This is a problem because 

the real blood dries quickly to a solid form and wicking is stopped at that instant. 

4.4.3 Effect of laundering and tilting 

The fabric that was used was similar to the construction and count of bed sheets. Trials were 

conducted to consider a situation wherein the bed-sheet at a crime scene was not brand new 

but laundered a couple of times. The morphology and the chemical structure of the yarns 

would change and lead to changes in the spatter patterns observed. The surface would be free 

of finishes and the morphology would be more open due to the removal of these finishes. The 

experimental set up has been described in the Section 3.5.3 

 

 

 

Figure 41: Time series top view images of drop on original and laundered fabric 

 

Comparing the time frames of wicking in an original and laundered fabric, the wicking was 

found to be more spontaneous for the laundered one. The pattern had also spread over a 

larger area than normally observed. These results indicated that washing the fabrics probably 

Original 

Laundered 

15 sec 30 sec 0 sec 

0 sec 

15 sec 30 sec 45 sec 
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increased the absorptivity of fabric by removing any hydrophobic surface finish. Hence, for 

further experiments, washing the fabric before experimentation was a must. Sometimes when 

a synthetic blood composition is used, penetration of the synthetic blood through the outer 

layers (i.e. the surface of the fabric) will appear as a shadow or pink color but the penetration 

through all layers (i.e. the surface, the interstices, the yarn and the fibers) will give a more 

intense or red color to the stain [45]. 

The results also indicated that the top view will give information of travel direction whereas 

the bottom view might show the place of direct impact. By the number of experiments 

performed, it could be concluded that bottom view images changed with the type of blood 

used. In some cases, that pattern deviated from its actual course of flow and it was quite 

difficult to say why such a tilt from a normal would occur. Our hypothesis was that the warp 

angle not being constant could lead to a deviation in all results. Hence, for all the 

experiments performed hereafter, the following factors were noted and the combinations 

were used to draw a conclusion: 

1. Height = the height from which the drop is allowed to fall on fabric surface. 

2. Drop size = the quantity of droplet that is allowed to fall on fabric. 

3. Warp angle ɸ = the angle of orientation of warp and weft. Warp angle = 0 means the 

warp is exactly vertical ad weft is horizontal to the drop. Warp angle = 90 means the 

warp is horizontal to the drop and the weft is vertical to the surface. 

4. Fabric angle Ɵ = Angle of inclination of the fabric to the drop. The drop always falls 

perpendicular to the surface, fabric angle of 30° means now the fabric is inclined to 

angle of 30° from the perpendicular direction and fabric angle of 60° means now the 
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fabric is inclined to angle of 60° from the perpendicular direction. Hence, the 60° 

angle becomes steeper. 

One drawback of the initial experimental set-up was that many times the top-view of the 

pattern could not yield reliable information as the camera was placed at an angle to capture 

the top image. Therefore, this generated an elliptical shape of pattern for the balanced view 

even though in reality the pattern was circular. The position of the camera gave a slight 

elliptical look to the stain where the conclusions were based on what is perceived by the 

naked eye. This set-up could support a maximum impact height of just 12”. The preliminary 

results justified the rationale for the development of a more reliable tool for performing the 

same experiments that would inculcate more feasibility to conduct experiments, 

accommodate alteration of one parameter at a time and overcome the drawbacks observed in 

the previous set-up. Thus, a drip tower apparatus was developed after careful consideration 

of these flaws for the added benefits of performing a broader range of experiments. 

4.5 Results 

Due to the absence of experiments related to bloodstain pattern on textile surfaces, it was 

required to cover different parameters that would progressively increase the understanding of 

bloodstain development pattern.  

4.5.1 Effect of drop volume on pattern 

The research question here is “How does changing the blood volume affect the stain 

development, while all other parameters are kept constant?” Figure 42 demonstrates this 

effect and the experimental design have been explained in Section 3.5.4. 
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Time 0th sec Partially dry 0th sec Partially dry 

Drop 

size 

Top view Bottom view 

20µL 

 
  

 

50µL 

   

 

100µ

L 

 

 
  

 

 

Figure 42: Top and bottom view images showing variation in drop size at height of 6” 

 

The above images prove that as the drop size increased, the transfer of liquid on the other 

side was more evident. This is also accompanied by the fact that more spreading was 
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observed as a larger pool of blood was available for wicking. The arrows in the figure 

indicate the warp direction.  

4.5.2 Evolutionary wicking at a constant height  

The hypothesis is that in case of textile surfaces the relation between height and satellite 

spatter cannot be established. Based on the research need of understanding the progression of 

pattern development, the experimental design in Section 3.5.5 was structured to visualize the 

slow wicking process for a given volume of blood dropped from a definite height for plain 

woven surfaces. These images were captured at 20 second intervals. 

 

Top 

View 

20µL 

  
 

Bottom 

View 

20µL 

  
 

Figure 43: Evolutionary wicking process in 20µL droplet at height 6” 
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Top 

View 

 

   

Botto

m 

view 

   

Figure 44: Evolutionary wicking process in 90µL droplet at height 12” 

 

The first conclusion that could be drawn from Figures 43 and 44 is that; with time, the stain 

takes a larger shape as wicking is a slow process. Also, when the drop height is increased, the 

stain starts to produce a more pronounced satellite spatter. But the only drawback of this 

experiment was that a definite conclusion could not be drawn on whether the satellite spatter 

occurred because of a change in volume or due to change in drop height. The next 

experimental design has been structured to overcome this discrepancy. A very important note 

was that, for hard surfaces, there have been investigations that relate the number of satellite 

drops from the parent stain to the height from which the drop initiated As it can be seen from 

the evolutionary Figure 44, at the instant of impact there were more than 10 blood drops that 

had left the parent stain and formed a satellite spatter. A few minutes later though, when the 

blood drops had wicked into the structure, these satellite drops merged into the parent stain 
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and only 4-5 drops were clearly separated. This supports our hypothesis and proves that a 

bloodstain pattern analyst, who would not reach the crime scene immediately, should not use 

satellite spatter on textile surfaces to estimate the height from which the impact might have 

originated.  

4.5.3 Evolutionary wicking at a constant height on plain woven surfaces 

The following experimental study, as described in Section 3.5.6, enabled the comparison of 

pattern formation in case of alteration in height of impact and blood drop volume. The 

drawback of the previous experiment has been overcome by establishing the real cause of 

spatter formation. 
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 6” 12” 

20µL 

 
 

50 µL 

  

100 

µL 

 
 

Figure 45: Effect of variation in height with drop size (only top view) 
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From Figure 45, it is clear that spatter formation is a result of increase in impact height. Also, 

as the height increased, the spatter occupied a larger area on the surface of the fabric. This 

also resulted in a larger number of spines and tails in spite of the drop volume being constant 

for a particular row.  

4.5.4 Evolutionary wicking for variable warp angle and fabric angle on plain woven 

surfaces 

In the fabric sample used for the experiments, the weave structure was unbalanced. Warp epi 

= 130 and weft ppi = 70. The research question to be addressed here is. “How significant is 

this for these experiments?” This can be answered by analyzing the pictures below. In 

keeping with the research need, the warp angle was altered in 3 positions from the point of 

impact. When the analyst reaches the crime scene, the bloodstains have almost dried. To 

relate closely with this phenomenon only pictures of the final dried bloodstains were used for 

a comparative study. 
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Warp angle Top view Bottom view 

0° 

  

45° 

  

90° 

 
 

Figure 46: Effect of variation in warp angle 
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Figure 46 perfectly answered the research question above. The direction of warp plays a 

significant role in an unbalanced weave. It can be claimed that irrespective of the angle in 

which the drop impacts the surface, the stain will end up wicking more along the direction 

where the fabric count is higher. The probable reason is that there are higher numbers of 

capillary bridges available in warp direction as compared to weft direction. This would 

justify that a balanced weave forms a circular pattern and an unbalanced weave forms an 

elliptical pattern, having the major axis of the ellipse along the warp direction. In the results 

so far, the wicking pattern was indicative of the direction of spatter. Henceforth, it was 

important to understand the warp direction (or direction having higher number of ends per 

inch) and then decide whether the direction of the stain development is because of the warp 

angle or the impact angle. 

There can be some critical cases where none of this knowledge would be helpful. Let us look 

at one such example in Figure 47. Let us guess the direction of blood spatter and the 

inclination of fabric in the picture below. 
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Figure 47: Critical case of wicking 

 

An obvious conclusion could have been that the spatter occurred from the top towards the 

bottom with the fabric inclined at a certain angle causing the blood to drip down from the 

surface. This, however, was not the case. The actual scenario was that this picture was an 

outlier in the above experimental sections.  The real experiment was performed like the 

evolutionary picture in Figure 48, the warp angle was rotated through 90° and the fabric 

inclination was perpendicular to the impact, similar to the experiments conducted below.  
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S1  2  

3  4  

Figure 48: Evolutionary pictures of the critical case 

 

When observed closely, at the structure of weave under a microscope, the change in yarn 

diameter was observed. This fabric contained a narrow warp thread beside a thicker warp 

thread, which created more free volume and hence, caused immediate wicking along that 

direction as shown in Figure 49.  
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Figure 49: Warp defect observed in critical case of wicking 

 

Hence, another possibility of wicking in a particular direction can be the fabric defect during 

manufacturing. An important factor was that the warp angle plays a very important role in the 

wicking pattern developed for unbalanced weave structures. There is a high possibility that 

the fabric at a crime scene might have a small defect causing the entire bloodstain pattern to 

change. In this case, our analysis would be highly inaccurate. 

4.5.5 Effect of Fabric inclination 

Similar to the warp angle, another key parameter was studied. At crime scenes, the materials 

might not always be perpendicular to the source of impact; there is a likelihood that the fabric 

being at a certain angle to the source of impact. The experimental design IX was structured to 

understand the implications of fabric inclination on the bloodstain pattern formed  
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Figure 50: Variation due to different fabric inclination with basis being perpendicular 

direction 
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Figure 50: Continued 
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From Figure 50, it is evident that inclination causes more spread in the direction of the 

inclination and provides more surface area for the blood to wick. At the same time, the 

evolutionary picture depicts that when a drop glides through the textile substrate, it skips 

certain areas. The drop undergoes friction and absorption during its course, which creates a 

stop in its flow.  This break in the pattern finally dries off and merges as one single stain. At 

higher angles of inclination, it is observed that the stain looks symmetrical from lower half as 

well as from the upper half. This would make it difficult to pass a judgment in court about 

the direction in which the impact occurred. Usually, the trend suggested that a larger pool of 

blood was dragged down by gravity and dried off, forming a larger pool at the end of the 

drag stain.  

Having understood the effect of warp angle and fabric inclination on bloodstain pattern, it 

was important to compare the effect of the two. To visualize a comparative study between the 

effect of fabric angle and warp angle, only the top view of dried fabric samples was 

considered in the experimental design X. 
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Warp angle ɸ=0° Warp angle ɸ=90° 
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Figure 51: Effect of fabric angle and warp angle changing simultaneously 

 

Figure 51 shows that changing the warp angle causes the wicking to occur in the direction of 

the warp. Also when the angle is steeper, the warp resistance causes the blood droplet to 

leave a gap and form a trail. This should not be mistaken as a new blood stain pattern as it is 

the continuation of the same ood droplet. This confirms the significance of warp direction. 

With the bloodstain pattern wicking more along warp direction, it will always be important to 

establish the direction containing higher count first, and then continuing to figure out the 
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direction of impact. Reversing this strategy might distort the information derived from the 

evidences at hand. One more important observation for plain-woven fabrics was that pattern 

development is not definite and follows no thumb rule. The shape taken by the stain on fabric 

after drying was never constant, except that wicking was always higher along the warp 

direction.  

All these were the cases when the fabric was tightly wound on the embroidery hoop. The 

same study was done using the Drip Tower set-up where the impact on fabric did not occur 

over a stretched fabric as shown in Figure 51. 

 

Warp angle = 90° Warp angle = 0° 

 

 

Figure 52: Effect of warp angle on an unstretched plain woven fabric 

 

With impact height = 0.5 m, Volume = 30 µL, impact angle = 30° and the warp direction 

marked with arrows, it can be seen that the dried pattern is not symmetrical as seen in Figure 

50. The larger pool of blood is present at the point of impact and the remaining fluid has 
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dragged along the surface. The resistance to the fluid when the warp angle is perpendicular to 

the axis of flow causes less drag and shorter wicking distance of the dried stain along the 

length. Whereas, when the direction of flow of blood drop and direction of warp are aligned 

parallel to each other, the drop drags to a larger area. The dried pattern will again be 

indicative of the warp direction. 

After acknowledging the effect of a number of parameters and how each parameter plays a 

crucial role in forming the final bloodstain pattern, new parameters were identified that affect 

the final blood stain pattern. To study the effect of these new parameters, the following areas 

of interest were altered. Three replicates for each example were recorded with only one 

parameter altered at a time: 

1) Type of fabric: Knit and woven 

2) Height: 0.5 m and 1.5 m 

3) Volume: 30 µL and 80 µL  

4) Impact angle: 30° and 90° - Angle between the plane of target and the area of origin. 

5) Warp angle: 0° and 90° with respect to axis of rotation. 

4.5.6 Effect of fabric construction 

To find the effect of plain-woven fabric and knitted fabric, experimental design XI, described 

in section 3.5.10 was used. Height = 0.5 m, Volume = 30 µL, Impact angle = 90° and Warp 

angle = 0° were set as the base parameters and images were captured 10 seconds after the 

impact occurred. 
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Figure 53: Blood drop on plain woven and knitted fabric 

 

After a period of 10 seconds, a large differnce in pattern development on plain weave and 

knitted fabric was observed. Plain weave has a simple construction but as expected the stain 

produced spines due to higher impact height, whereas the stain on a knitted fabric 

immediately wicked into the suface and did not create any satellite spatter. Knitted structures 

are more complex in nature than plain woven structures. From the experiments above, the  

pattern development on such a simple structure was haphazard. Thus, the expected behavior 

was that a complex knitted structure would surely lead to a more indefinite structure. But  

completely contrary to the expected, when the drop spontaneously wicked into the surface, it 

formed a very neat, uniform and defined boundary pattern. This was unusual and required 

studying the science that causes such a behavior. 

The evolutionary images of wicking have been shown in Figures 43 and 44. Hence, for a 

comparative wicking behavior study, the spontaneity of wicking in case of knitted fabrics has 

been shown in the figure below where the images are captured at an interval of 1 second. The 
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fabric was inclined at an angle of 30°, the height of impact was 1.5 m, and the volume used 

was 30 µL. 

 

 

Figure 54: Time series images of drop development in knitted fabric structure 

 

Within 5 seconds, the  entire volume impacted on the surface had been soaked into the 

knitted fabric structure with neat boundaries with no further development of pattern. A trail 

was formed due to the inclination of the fabric. In case of plain-woven fabrics, the pattern 

development progressed for more than 2 minutes. Thus, we can conclude that the speed of 

wicking is much higher in knitted fabrics than plain woven structures. 

The experiments carried above were also repeated for knitted surfaces and there were no 

deviations in the conclusions drawn so far. The following conclusions that were drawn from 

effect of change in height of impact: 

0 second 2 second 1 second 3 second 
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 If the plane of target is perpendicular to the area of origin, and only the height is altered. 

the amount of spines and size of satellite spatter increases proportionally with height. 

 If the fabric plane is inclined and the height of impact is increased, the drop has more 

energy to travel along the direction of inclined plane and form a larger stain. 

 For knitted fabric, a satellite stain is not produced at a height of 0.5 m but it produces a 

satellite stain at height = 1 m and higher. 

4.5.7 Effect of Backing Material 

The practicality of this experiment has been explained in Section 3.5.11 and the analysis of 

this section is not possible without understanding the previous experiments. Looking at 

Figure 55 below and guess the possible circumstances for the formation of such a pattern. 

The following research questions were if both the drops were of same volume and were 

dropped from the same height on a knitted fabric? Why does the stain on the left have a 

lower satellite spatter than the one on the right? 
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Figure 55: Blood Drop formation on a knitted fabric 

 

The research so far suggests that a satellite spatter is created when the height of impact is 

altered. However, it has also been clearly stated that for the generation of both the stains, the 

impact height was kept constant. The answer to the questions above lies in the backing 

material used while the impact took place. The left spot, having lower satellite spatter, was 

rested over a layer of a thin non-woven absorbent pad.  On the other hand, the right side of 

the fabric was not nested in an embroidery hoop, but was directly placed on a marble table 

top when the drop impacted the surface. This experiment was also performed on plain woven 

surfaces as shown in the figure below where all the parameters are kept constant except for 

the backing material. 
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Figure 56: Blood drop over a plain woven material with different backing material 

 

As discussed earlier, similar effects were observed in the case of plain-woven fabrics. In 

other words, the stains were prone to change depending upon their contact area, whether the 

bottom was open to air, touching another fabric layer or laying over a solid surface. 

To confirm these findings highspeed video imaging was used to photograph a time series of 

flight of a drop on hard and soft backing surfaces. The figure below depicts the spatter 

formation when the drop hits the fabric placed on a marble top (hard surface). 

   At Impact 

After wicking 
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Figure 57: HD time series of spatter formation on hard surface 

 

The figure below depicts the spatter formation over a cloth that is backed with a thin non-

woven padding (soft surface).  
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Figure 58: HD time series of spatter formation on soft surface 

 

By comparing Figure 57 and 58, it was observed that on hard surfaces the drop initially hits 

the surface with some kinetic energy. This energy is not absorbed by the surface below the 

cloth but is imparted back to the drop to create a satellite spatter. Now, when the drop 

impacts over two layers of fabric, the energy in the drop could be absorbed by the fabric and 

passed on to the next layer. This does not result in a reaction force on the drop and thus, the 

drop collapses there itself, causing a much smaller satellite spatter. As mentioned in the 

literature review, the limited experiments performed on textile surfaces have always had 

different backing materials, such as cardboard or polypropylene board. Due to this reason, 
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the research findings could not be compared. Each research had a different backing material 

and thus became incomparable. The construction of our set-up has been structured in a 

manner that allows careful study of one parameter at a time by resting it in a hoop without 

being adhered to any other surface. 

This further adds to the complexity in the study pattern development of the material where 

the fabric may be resting over a foreign material and then moved from its actual location of 

impact . In some cases, the fabric may be lying against a soft material like skin or some hard 

surface  like wood and then maybe moved. Thus, for analysis, it is always important to know 

what was the fabric substrate resting on while the impact occurred.  

4.6 Physical testing of fabric and yarn properties 

The research covers a number of parameters that one should keep in mind for future analysis. 

At the same time, it is important to answer the question, “Why do we observe irregular 

wicking pattern in plain-woven fabrics? Why do two fabrics behave drastically different?” 

To answer this, a number of physical testing experiments were carried out to help identify the 

root cause for this behavior. 

A fabric structure is characterized by a number of inherent properties such as the count of 

fabric, its weight, linear density of yarn, cotton count, twists in yarn, the amount of porosity 

in fabric structure, cross section and diameter of the yarn, and finally the spinning technology 

used to make the yarn. The fabric supplier provided some of these details but experiments 

were conducted to get a clear understanding of the results based on its physical properties.  

From the experiments on plain-woven fabrics, it was clear that always an elliptical pattern or 

more wicking along the warp direction for unbalanced plain-woven fabrics will be observed. 
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One plausible cause for this could be the effect of fabric count as studied in the literature 

review. The plain-woven fabric used currently in the experiments had a fabric count of 130 

epi × 70 ppi. This meant that the number of warp yarns was greater than the number of weft 

yarns. The number of yarns per inch in the warp direction was almost twice the number per 

inch in the weft direction, which gave the fabric more paths to carry the fluid from one part 

of the system to the other. This resulted in the wicking being more in the warp direction due 

to availability of more capillaries. Further study was required in this area to confirm these 

findings. 

4.6.1 Twist measurement 

The objective of this experiment was to understand bloodstain pattern formed in the 

preliminary experiments on fabrics. From the literature review, it is known to us that yarn 

twist is the measure of the spiral turns given to a yarn in order to hold the constituent fibers 

or threads together. It is measured by the number of turns of twist per unit length (tpi- twists 

per inch). The amount of twist determines the appearance as well as the durability of a fabric. 

Fine yarns require more twist than coarser yarns.  

To find whether the twist levels in the warp and weft yarns were comparable to each other; 

yarns were carefully withdrawn from the fabric samples and tested in a physical testing lab 

for the amount of twist in each case. The experimental details have been provided in the 

Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3.  
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Table 7: Twist per inch measurement For Warp yarns 

Experiment no. Reading Twist per inch= 

Reading/20 

1 509 25.45 

2 500 25.00 

3 490 24.50 

4 499 24.95 

5 504 

Average: 

25.20 

25.02 

 Standard Deviation 0.351 

 

 

 

Table 8: Twist per inch measurement For Weft yarns 

Experiment no. Reading Twist per inch= 

Reading/20 

1 345 17.25 

2 349 17.45 

3 343 17.15 

4 341 17.05 

5 343 

Average 

17.15 

17.21 

 Standard Deviation 0.152 
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Table 9: Twist per inch measurement For Knitted yarns 

Experiment no. Reading Twist per inch= 

Reading/20 

1 439 21.95 

2 442 22.10 

3 449 22.45 

4 454 22.70 

5 460 

Average 

23.00 

22.44 

 Standard Deviation 0.429 

 

From Tables 7, 8 and 9, it is very well observed that yarn twist is greater in warp yarns than 

in the weft yarns. A comparative experiment was performed between a twisted and untwisted 

yarn, to see the difference in the wicking rate. Placing 5µL droplet on a single yarn, the time 

taken for the droplet to cross a 3 mm distance was noted. 
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Warp yarn- 25 tpi at 0
th

 minute 

 

Warp yarn – 2 tpi at 0
th

 minute 

 

Warp yarn – 25 tpi after 4 minutes 

 

 

Warp yarn -2 tpi after 21 minutes 

Figure 59: Wicking in warp yarn at different twist levels 
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Figure 49, provides one more facet to why wicking has been prominent in the warp direction 

by confirming that more the number of twists per inch further the wicking in case warp 

yarns.  

This finding was also backed by the concept of capillary pressure (P) as explained in the 

literature review. Capillary pressure is the positive force that pulls liquid at the solid-liquid 

interface and is given by: 

P = 2 Υ Cos Ɵ / r     [Equation 4] 

Since the fluid was the same in both the cases, the capillary radius was the only varying 

parameter. As the twists per inch are higher, it means the yarn is tighter than the yarn having 

lower tpi. Tighter yarns result in smaller capillary radii for that yarn. This can easily be 

understood with the help of Capillary theory that smaller capillary radii produce higher 

capillary pressure and thus, enhance the liquid spreading distance. [6] This could also be one 

of the major reasons for obtaining higher wicking along the warp direction. 

This experiment was repeated for weft yarns and a similar trend was observed as shown in 

Figure 60. 
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Weft yarn - 17 tpi at 0
th

 minute 

 

Weft yarn – 2 tpi at 0
th

 minute 

 

Weft yarn – 17 tpi after 8 minutes 

 

 

Weft yarn – 2 tpi after 21 minutes 

Figure 60: Wicking in weft yarns at different twist levels 
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The wicking in weft yarns was slower than warp yarns and in some cases, for very low twist 

levels, the drop did not wick at all and seemed to have flattened out due to evaporation of the 

liquid from the solution. To understand the effect of twist level on the wicking rate for woven 

yarns, an experiment was designed to record the time taken for 1 µL of liquid to wick into the 

yarn for a distance of 3 mm. A number of trials were conducted to observe this effect at 

various twist levels in the same yarn. A graph of time vs twist level for the warp (red) and 

weft (blue) yarns are shown in Figure 61. 

 

 

Figure 61: Graphical representation of Time Vs Twist for warp and weft woven yarns 

 

The trend confirmed that as the twist level decreased, the amount of time taken by the liquid 

to cover a wicking distance of 3 mm kept increasing. In case of weft yarns, it was observed 
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that the liquid drop had flattened out due to evaporation and hardly any wicking distance was 

covered. 

To verify this wicking pattern in case of knitted yarns, the same experimental designed was 

developed and recorded. The pictorial and graphical trend in these yarns has been shown in 

the Figures 62 and 63 below. 
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Knit yarn - 22 tpi at 0
th 

second 

 

Knit yarn – 2 tpi at 0
th

 second 

 

Knit yarn – 22 tpi after 20 seconds 

 

Knit yarn – 2 tpi after 20 seconds 

Figure 62: Wicking in Knit yarns at different twist levels. 

 

The behavior observed in case of plain woven yarns had completely reversed. Decreasing the 

amount of twist in the yarn resulted in more wicking distance in the yarn. In other words, the 

wicking through the yarn had comparatively enhanced. It was now important to verify 
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whether this was an outlier or was this phenomenon prevalent through all the twist levels. 

Hence, the next figure is a graphical representation of the trend observed in knit yarns.  

 

 

Figure 63: Graphical representation of Time Vs Twist for Knit yarns. 

 

Figure 63 shows the wicking profile of knit yarns at different twist levels (0 to 22), in which 

each observation has been reported with the help of 5 replicates. As seen in Fig. 63, the 

wicking time profile increases as the twist level increases. When this is compared with the 

profiles in case of woven yarns, the trend is completely reversed and the concept of capillary 

pressure does not hold true. It was important to study those parameters that could influence 

this behavior. Capillary pressure suggests that decrease in the capillary radii would enhance 

the capillary pressure of the system. These thin capillaries would help in the liquid to rise 
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against gravity till the adhesive and cohesive forces balance out each other. Kinetics of 

wicking in textile structures is investigated by fitting the experimental data to the famous 

Lucas-Washburn equation. The effect of gravity being neglected, at low values of time t and 

when the height of liquid rise (L) is smaller, as in textile yarns, Lucas-Washburn equation is 

given by, 

 

   √
        

  
     [Equation 5] 

 

Where, ɳ is the viscosity of fluid and this entire square root parameter is often referred as 

wicking coefficient [60]. Yarns are usually filled with fibers that represent open, but 

discontinuous capillaries. There is a possibility that the spontaneous transport in knit fibers is 

due to the combed capillaries that are more continuous along its length than woven yarns, 

and thus resulting in a higher pace of wicking. The reservoir becomes progressively depleted 

and this equation would cease to express the correct wicking trend. In another study, the 

structural parameters played an important role for wicking in twisted yarns, where the 

packing factor of the fibers and twist multiplier play an important role. As seen in the 

literature review, rise of liquid is significantly higher in case of open continuous yarns (low 

twist). On the other hand, woven yarns when untwisted forms an open structure but the 

capillaries are not combed to form a continuous wicking path and hence the distribution of 

capillaries across the yarn segment becomes very low. This distribution pattern could be one 

of the major reasons for wicking pattern to differ so widely in these two cases. 
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4.6.2 Linear density measurement 

The purpose of this research section is to find out structural differences between the plain-

woven and knitted yarns/fabrics that would help us understand the drastic differences in 

behavior of the two. Weight of yarn was noted for a number of yarn samples pulled out from 

the fabric for a fixed length. A detailed experimental design has been explained in Section 

3.6.1. This important measurement tabulated below would help the calculation of a number 

of other parameters. Linear density is expressed as the mass of the yarn in grams divided by 

its unit length.  

 

Table 10: Linear density measurement for yarns. 

Sample Yarn Knit (g/10”) Warp (g/10”) Weft (g/10”) 

1 0.00489 0.00374 0.00348 

2 0.00483 0.00369 0.00347 

3 0.00503 0.00379 0.00333 

4 0.00495 0.00365 0.00371 

5 0.00492 0.00364 0.00349 

Average 0.004924 0.003702 0.003496 

Standard Deviation 0.00007 0.00006 0.00012 

 

 

 

From Table 7, it can be concluded that the linear densities of knitted yarns were higher. This 

is a clear indication that the amount of capillaries in the knitted yarns is higher than the ones 
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in woven yarns. The thickness of a yarn is one of the most fundamental properties and linear 

density gives a good estimate of it. Apart from optical methods, all other measurements 

would compress the yarn structure, which would definitely change the diameter of the open 

compressible structure. The sample taken here was 10” (0.254 m). Denier is expressed as 

mass of yarn in grams divided by 9000 m of length. The higher the denier, the larger its 

cross-sectional area would be. The values of denier for each of the yarns can be converted to 

cotton count, which are given in Table 11.  

 

Table 11: Properties of woven and knit yarns 

Property Knit Warp Weft 

TPI-Twist per inch 22.44 25 17.21 

Linear density 0.004924 0.003702 0.003496 

Denier 174.5 131.2 123.9 

Cotton count (Ne) 30.5 40.5 42.9 

Twist Factor 4.07 3.93 2.63 

 

 

 

These results indicate that as the yarn count increases, the wicking height decreases. This can 

be ascribed to the decrease in the number of fibers as a result of increasing yarn count, which 

results in consequent decrease in the capillary space between the fibers, thereby decreasing 
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wicking height. Moreover, for the finer yarns the wicking height after the initial time remains 

almost constant, and this is what was observed in the recorded experiments that after certain 

period of time an equilibrium wicking distance was reached more quickly for weft yarns than 

warp or knit yarns. This theory is in complete agreement with the results witnessed so far.  

The twist factor is calculated as the ratio of twist per inch to the square root of the cotton 

count. For a given yarn count, assuming the fiber cross-section is constant or its variation is 

negligible, the increment in twist factor indicates higher pressure from the surface to internal 

fibers, which results in a more packed cross-section and hence higher packing density [61]. 

For a given yarn count, the yarns having lower and higher twist factor should have higher 

and lower wicking height, respectively. It can be attributed to the decrease in capillary space 

between fibers as a result of increase in twist factor. But this theory is in contrast to our 

findings and there was not enough evidence to approve the influence of these parameters. To 

solve this, all the missing properties of the yarn and fabric structure were cross-checked 

again. In the next set of experiments, optical techniques have been used to quantify the 

results and obtain a conclusion for these differences.  

4.6.3 Morphological assessment of yarn and fabric structure 

For a better observation of the yarn and fabric structure, yarn and fabric packages were 

developed for examination under an optical microscope. A DSLR was used for imaging these 

structures and help conclude the possible differences between the two yarns as shown in the 

figures below.  
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Warp yarn Weft yarn Knit yarn 

   

   

Figure 64: Microscope images of the yarns used in experiments 

 

The initial assumption of all the yarns being ring-spun was cross-checked by using optical 

techniques. From Figure 64, it can be seen that the knitted yarn is hairier and has a number of 

wrapper fibers around its structure. The presence of wrapper fibers usually comes with air-jet 

spinning technology. For clarification and deeper understanding of the yarn spinning 

technology, SEM was used to image these yarn structures as observed in Figure 64 and its 

experimental design has been explained in Section 3.6.4 
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Warp yarn Weft yarn Knit yarn 

   

   

Figure 65: SEM Images of woven and knitted yarns 

 

In Figure 65, the above images have been taken at different magnifications to observe the 

complete structure of all the three yarns and this is followed by the pictures taken at the same 

magnification, but the wrapper fibers are not seen in the second part for knitted yarns. After 

careful observation of the two structures, it was concluded that the woven yarns use the ring 
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spinning technology and with the help of micrographs it is evident that the warp and weft 

yarns are not combed but they are carded or compact in nature. And the knitted yarns 

resembled more of a combed structure with wrapper fibers. Yarns produced from air-jet 

spinning technology do not untwist; whereas the twist per inch in case of knitted yarns have 

been monitored. Hence, the option of knit yarns been air-jet spun was ruled out. As studied in 

the literature review, the other spinning technology used is vortex rotor spinning technology. 

A sample of a vortex rotor spun yarn was collected and its micrograph for captured 

comparison as seen in Figure 66.  

 

Vortex Spun yarn from Manufacturer Knitted yarn in the experiment 

 

 

 

 

Figure 66: Micrographs of Vortex yarn and knit yarn 

 

Figure 66 shows correlation between the spinning technology that is used for both the yarns 

and the difference in the wicking behavior could be attributed to the spinning technology 

used for manufacturing the woven and knit yarns.  

Image J, an image processing and analysis application, was used to determine the diameter of 

the three yarns and thus its packing factor as well the amount of open area was calculated. 
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The diameters of the three yarns and the calculation of the associated properties have been 

listed in Tables 12 and 13, respectively. 

 

Table 12: Diameter measurement for knitted, warp and weft yarns 

Knit (mm) Warp (mm) Weft (mm) 

0.158 0.128 0.108 

0.168 0.119 0.099 

0.187 0.143 0.118 

0.163 0.099 0.138 

0.153 0.118 0.138 

0.158 0.118 0.109 

0.163 0.138 0.104 

0.153 0.118 0.119 

0.172 0.109 0.148 

 

 

 

Table 13: Packing factor properties of woven and knitted yarns  

Property Knit Warp Weft 

Diameter (mm) 0.164 0.121 0.122 

Cross-sectional area (mm
2
) 0.0211 0.0116 0.0117 

Diameter (cm) 0.0164 0.0121 0.0122 

Packing factor 0.594 0.812 0.761 
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Table 13: Continued  

Air in yarn 0.406 0.188 0.239 

Fabric-polymer content 0.250 0.319 0.318 

Open Area in fabric 0.750 0.681 0.682 

 

 

 

Effective capillary radius is lower when the packing factor is higher. Thus, knitted structures 

observe more wicking than woven. The values of linear density and diameter clearly indicate 

that the numbers of capillaries available in knitted structure are larger and so is its the open 

area. The larger diameter capillaries in the knit mean that the resistance to flow is lower (so 

blood can spread faster), but that the distance for spreading will also be smaller. This study is 

a clear example of how spinning technology not only changes the geometry but also changes 

the wicking pattern for bloodstains. Investigation had shown that the wicking behavior of 

conventional ring-spun, jet spun and other types of compact-spun yarns demonstrated that 

compact yarns exhibited lower wicking ability compared to conventional ring-spun yarns, 

which is attributed to their greater packing density [62].  

So far all the findings have explicitly concluded some of the key reasons for spontaneous and 

non-spontaneous wicking in yarn structures. A further look will highlight the features that 

dominate the wicking behavior in fabrics. For this study, a step-by-step approach was used to 

first visualize the microscopic view of the fabric, and then observe the same fabric when the 

bloodstains had dried. 
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Plain Woven Fabric 

 

Knitted fabric 

 

Dried Bloodstain on Plain Woven Fabric 

 

Bloodstain on Knitted Fabric 

Figure 67: Microscopic view of fabric structure and dried stain on fabric 
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 The warp and weft direction for plain woven fabrics are clearly visible as are the wales and 

courses in the knitted structures. All the images were captured at the same magnification and 

the warp directions have been marked. In the dried stain, it was observed that all the liquid 

had been entrapped in the yarns of the two structures. It was important to build the bridge 

between these two ends of the experiment. This was done by using an in-situ measurement 

with the help of an inverted microscope and recording the progression of wicking in the two 

surfaces. This time series has been represented in the figures below. 

 

 

Figure 68: Time series of blood stain wicking on woven fabric with reflected light. 

 

This image demonstrates the slow wicking process across the fabric structure when 

photographed in the transmitted light at an interval of 30 seconds. The blood drop was placed 
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on the other side of the fabric and was photographed from below giving its bottom view. This 

exhibits the behavior of bloodstain spreading across the fabric surface by penetration into the 

fabric structure on the other side and then wicking through the longitudinal yarns and then 

transverse yarns. With an inverted microscope, the same images could be viewed with the 

help of projected light beam. Not much difference was expected between the two results by 

merely changing the light source. The stain below has been captured during three stages: 1) 

transmitted light 2) transition phase 3) projected light. 

 

 

Figure 69: Effect of change from reflected to transmitted light. 
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Figure 69, clearly indicates that the observations and suggested theory for Figure 69 does not 

hold true, as the blood does not penetrate through the surface at all and only spreads on one 

side of the fabric. Hence, new time-series images were captured to understand the wicking 

behavior in woven fabric at an interval of 30 seconds. 
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Figure 70: Time series of blood stain wicking on woven fabric with transmitted light. 
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The same characteristics were studied for knitted fabrics and are depicted in Figure 71. The 

images were captured to understand the wicking behavior in knitted fabric at an interval of 2 

seconds. 

 

  

Figure 71: Time series of blood stain wicking on Knitted fabric with transmitted light. 
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This clearly depicts the difference in the wicking rate as the captures were shot at an interval 

of 2 seconds whereas in case of woven fabrics, the capture interval was 30 seconds.  

 

  

  

Figure 72: Free spaces acting as reservoirs. 

 

The videos and time series images suggest that for woven and knitted structures when the 

drop was placed on the fabric, the liquid first started to move along longitudinal yarns and 

covered the fabric plane. In other words, the area covered by the drop kept increasing with 

time until the drop stops spreading. This occurs when two opposing forces, the viscous forces 

and surface tension forces, balance. The shape and rate of the advancing fluid was evidently 

not the same and this gave a better understanding of the directional permeability of the fabric 

structure. When this flow front encountered transverse yarns, some of the liquid in the 

longitudinal yarns moved into the transverse yarns. The transferred liquid remained in the 
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segments of transverse threads, and it may have acted as a new reservoir for the wicking 

process in longitudinal yarns. The liquid transferred easily from yarn to yarn for knitted 

structures while in woven sample, this seemed to be difficult. In woven samples, the 

spreading occurred primarily in the direction of warp, where the yarns lay closer to each 

other and then the spreading front gradually decreased with time. The same case was visible 

for knitted yarns but the wicking was much faster. The fluid, not only passed quickly from 

one yarn to the other, but it also passed the liquid to the other side of the fabric as the 

spreading front progressed. The open area in between the yarns within the fabric structure 

acted as an aid for enhancing the wicking of this fabric structure. This holds true because 

initially the drop spread due to the availability of energy as the drop fell and in a later stage, 

only capillary forces could contribute in wicking.  The liquid wicking in the loop yarns 

continued to progress and was supported by capillary forces of the combed yarn structure 

because of the additional reservoirs of free spaces available in the structure itself. This has 

been shown in Figure 72. Thus, it was confirmed that liquid could also get stored in the inter-

yarn spaces, which could then act as an additional reservoirs. This is in agreement with 

previous research [60]. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of bloodstains from textile surfaces could not be carried out as that of regular stains 

due to the anisotropic nature of textiles and the plethora of options available for choosing a 

textile substrate. For this reason, bloodstain pattern analysis on two of the most common 

fabrics, such as plain woven and knitted fabrics, was carried out. Preliminary experiments 

suggested that the blood mixtures did not yield reliable results. It was concluded that 

formulating a synthetic mixture that is very close to real blood was possible by conducting 

thermocouple, viscosity and surface tension experiments. Several parameters including 

designing and building a Drip-Tower Apparatus, finite volume of blood drip with no 

secondary drops and development of test protocols  that accurately account for parameters 

that affect or alter the pattern were investigated and met. 

From a solid base obtained from the interpretations of the above mentioned data, all further 

experiments were carried out. Trials showed that balanced and unbalanced weave would 

result into circular or more elliptical stain patterns respectively. Moreover laundering the 

fabric would lead to comparatively more spontaneous and larger pattern formation of the 

blood drop. Higher the angle of inclination higher would be the surface drag of the drop. 

Evolutionary time images showed an excellent comparison of wicking of knit and woven 

structures.  

Height of impact or the height from which the drop was released and directed towards the 

target surface determined the area and the amount of satellite spatter. Hence, impact height 

and spatter formation are strongly correlated and so are the volume of the drop and the area 

of the drop.  
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Another set of experiments with woven fabrics was carried out to analyze the significance of 

warp directions. The results showed strong evidence that the wicking is higher where the 

fabric count is higher. Wicking was always more prominent along the warp direction. 

Our trials revealed that bloodstain on knit structures had a stronger progressive front than 

woven structures by a huge magnitude. Moreover, the effect of backing material was also 

investigated. A systematic research employing a soft and hard backed material was carried 

out and studied the effect on the pattern development. The systematic experiments 

established that a soft backing surface like skin or mattress would cause a smaller satellite 

spatter and a hard surface would lead to a number of drops leaving the primary stain and 

causing the formation of tails and spines.  

It was necessary to regenerate and understand the pattern development by investigating the 

physical and structural properties of fabric and yarn. Twist measurements and wicking of a 

one microliter drop over yarns were studied and it was concluded that warp had higher twist 

than weft, which decreased the capillary radii in the microspores and increased the capillary 

pressure, resulting in faster wicking. Knitted yarns on the contrary followed the opposite 

wicking trend. 

Linear density, count, denier, twist factor and packing factor provided a number of 

justifications for this trend. Additionally, micrographs and SEM images established the 

differences in the two yarns. Microscopic and SEM images showed that the woven yarn was 

ring spun and compact in nature whereas the knit yarn were combed and were manufactured 

using a vortex spinning technology.  
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Further, morphological analysis involved the usage of an inverted microscope to make in-situ 

measurements of wicking in the two fabric structures. It was observed that the knitted fabric 

was more open and the free spaces acted as small blood reservoirs for the fabric to have 

enhanced wicking properties. The structure was more flexible as compared to woven. The 

wicking rate in the woven fabric was lower by a factor of 4. The blood drops on knitted 

fabrics took a few seconds to penetrate the fabric and reach the other side whereas blood 

drops on woven fabrics took minutes to achieve the same. The yarn-to-yarn transport was 

thus better in case of knitted fabrics. 
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

While the effect of backing material was tested for a few samples, further measurements of 

this property should be conducted to understand the science of capillary bridges between two 

surfaces. These bridges might differ from fabric to fabric. This might help in the 

development of a protocol in case of bloodstain pattern is formed by the influence of the 

backing material or layer-to-layer blood transfer. Usually, a more symmetric and controlled 

pattern was observed in presence of a backing material. 

It is important to relate the effect of drop height on shape of a drop and hence the next step 

should be to understand the behavior of a drop placed gently on a surface. Using the fabric 

structures that have already been studied and knowing the process of wicking in it, a 

relationship between bloodstain areas on fabric and volume of blood-drop could be 

established. This study will be conducted by a visiting scientist, Dr. Feng Ji. 

The current research formulated a blood mixture that has two major properties such as 

surface tension and viscosity matched to that of real blood at room temperature but blood is a 

complex mixture containing plasma, platelets, cells and coagulants. The future aim is to 

formulate a synthetic mixture that would have an anti-coagulant as well as cell substitutes. 

This would lead to a more reliable study and understanding the science of wicking during 

cell migration.  

To serve the crime investigators in analyzing their results better, it is important to cover some 

more common substrates like denim, carpet and multilayered curtain fabric. Fabric tension 

would also influence pattern development. Hence, forming a body model and performing 

spatter at various joints like knees and elbows and comparing them to tension free surfaces 
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would yield interesting results. In the tensioned and un-tensioned embroidery hoop, 

vibrations were observed during the impact. 

Image analysis and the type of backing material will also help in differentiating whether the 

stain is a contact or transfer stain. This would be beneficial while investigating whether the 

suspect was present during the crime scene or came afterwards to lift the victim. Image 

analysis could help in going back in time in the process of stain development and knowing 

the actual point of impact. Another point of differentiation between contact and transfer stain 

would be the type of penetration into the fabric. A transfer stain could occur and penetrate 

deeper into the layers due to the velocity of its impact whereas a contact stain while holding a 

victim would spread more on the outer layer of fabric due to the absence of velocity. 

Some of the parameters that influence stain development have been studied. Using these as 

the basis and to examine more parameters for complex fiber-blood interactions, the new 

objective should be the development of protocols that would help in analyzing angle of 

impact for various substrates that are commonly found or providing an estimate with a range. 

This chart development could help many analysts in their investigations and strengthen their 

arguments in the case with science. 

One more factor that should be studied is the same analysis for larger volume drops that can 

shed from the edge of a knife or hammer and other such curved surfaces. This will offer more 

range of results, including the problems that should be taken care of.  

Another important study would be to look for some cases where textile fabrics are the sole 

source of information and how were results drawn from them, were those results reliable or 

did they fail to acknowledge the science of wicking and the parameters understood so far. 
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One more application of this study would be analyzing stain development in pockets. 

Criminal can usually hide important information by wiping their hands off in the pockets of 

their clothing or the structures of the stitch could provide some information on the type of 

wipe created. 

The blood spatter on hard surfaces varies with the type of weapon used. A gun shot spatter 

varies from a knife stabbing spatter. But, these spatter stains haven’t been analyzed on textile 

surfaces. Do they look the same? Hence, a chart could be created for textile surfaces to 

reverse engineer and identify the weapon used at crime scenes.  
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APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A: Microencapsulation of dye molecules 

The quest of finding the best substitute for blood has been going hand-in-hand with research 

experiments. Looking at the various patterns just by changing the blood mixture makes it 

essential to get the same behavior for perfect analysis.  

Microcapsules of blood have been used as substitutes for real time. In forensic sciences 

where hemolysate and albumin are trapped inside a capsule, we are trying to carry out 

interfacial polymerization to trap red dye inside a shell forming polymer.  

Aim: To make blood capsules by interfacial polymerization reaction. 

Apparatus: Mechanical stirrer, 3 necked round bottom flask, volumetric cylinder, glass rods, 

beakers, etc 

Chemicals: Direct Red 81, sodium carbonate, polyethyleneimine (PEI), 4,4’-diamino 

stilbene-2,2’-disulfonic acid (DASSA), cyclohexane, chloroform, toluene diisocyanate (TDI), 

Tween 20, deionized water, phosphate buffer, Span 85. 

Procedure: 

1. To make 1% dye solution, use 1gm of dye (Direct red 81) in 100 mL water. Heat to 

boil. 

2. To make 0.125M sodium carbonate solution add 1.324gm in 100 mL water 

3. To make 5% PEI solution, add 5gm of PEI in 100 mL water. 

4. To make 0.065 M of DASSA add 2.407gm in 100 mL of alcohol or ether as it is only 

partially soluble in water. 

5. To make 15%v/v Span 85 solution, add 15 mL of Span 85 in 100 mL of cyclohexane 

6. To make 0.115M solution of TDI, add 1.7mL  in 100 mL of chloroform 
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7. 100 mL of water was mixed well with 5 mL of Tween 20. 

8. Take 5 mL dye solution and add 5 mL distilled water in three necked round bottom 

flask. 

9. Add 5 mL of sodium carbonate with 2.5 mL of DASSA and 2.5 mL of PEI solution 

prepared in the previous steps to the same flask. 

10. Add 50 mL of the Span 85 solution prepared in step 5 and stir at 1500rpm for 1.5min 

11. Add 50 mL of solution of TDI prepared from step 6 and start the interfacial 

polymerization at the same speed for 2.5 min. 

12. Add more 50ml of cyclohexane to the same vessel. 

13. Centrifuge the contents at 5000 rpm for 3 min and transfer the milky solution in 

Tween 20 solution. 

14. Again centrifuge the contents and use the milky part of the solution for further 

process. Discard all the other parts of the mixture. 

15. Wash the red agglomerates with deionized water and dialyze with isotonic phosphate 

buffer. 

16. Store the capsules below 4°C and then check for any leaks. 

This method is still being revised and worked upon for better yield.  

 


